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Abstract
The pull-out behaviour of a single steel fibre embedded in concrete is studied in an experimental and
numerical fashion. Experiments are performed on straight and hooked-end fibres subjected to various lateral
pressures. These experiments show large variation in results which are partly caused by local crushing
of the cement matrix. Therefore, a numerical model is presented, which uses an interface damage model
to simulate concrete cracking, and a surface-based contact simulation to model the bond characteristics
of the steel fibre. With the numerical model the influence of the heterogeneous concrete properties on the
pull-out behaviour of a hooked-end fibre is studied. The concrete properties are varied with respect to the
relative strength and relative toughness of the cement, aggregate and cement-aggregate interface. The
simulated results show that the local fracture of concrete influences the pull-out behaviour, which is in
good agreement with the experimental results.

1. Introduction
Concrete is known as one of the most used
construction materials. Despite the variety of
available concrete sorts, the major disadvantage of mostly all sorts is their low strength
when subjected to tensile loading. The materials behaviour of concrete under tensile loading
can be improved by adding steel reinforcement
bars (conventional reinforcement), which is
very labour intensive. Alternatively, steel ﬁbres
can be intermixed with the concrete matrix, so
called steel ﬁbre reinforced concrete (SFRC),
which is less labour intensive. In this mixture, the inﬂuence of the steel ﬁbres is not obvious until the ﬁrst cracks occurs in the concrete.
After initiation of the ﬁrst crack, the steel ﬁbres
bridge this crack an transfer stresses across the
crack, resulting in an signiﬁcant increase in energy required for crack propagation [1–4]. Subsequently, the crack bridging of steel ﬁbres results in an increased ductility and post-cracking

behaviour, and it reduces crack widths in the
concrete. Therefore, SFRC has an advantage
on durability compared to plain and steel bar
reinforced concrete. However, the orientation
of the steel ﬁbres is rather random and cannot
(yet) be inﬂuenced, which makes the behaviour
of SFRC less reliable. Consequently, SRFC is
often used in combination with steel reinforcement bars, with the purpose of increasing the
ductility and durability of a concrete structure.
In order to estimate the inﬂuence of steel
ﬁbres on the behaviour of a concrete structure,
it is important to fully understand the behaviour of a single steel ﬁbre when bridging a
crack. Therefore in literature, various experimental, analytical and numerical researches
have been presented on the pull-out behaviour
of a single steel ﬁbres embedded in concrete.
These researches showed that the pull-out behaviour of a steel ﬁbre depends on a large
variety of material parameters, e.g. the ﬁbre
shape, concrete strength and shrinkage, but
1
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also external parameters such as lateral stresses.
In this report the inﬂuence of the ﬁbre shape,
lateral pressure, and concrete mixture is researched. Initially, these parameters are studied experimentally, whereafter a 2D numerical model is used to simulate their inﬂuences.
Prior to this study several 2D and 3D numerical models, simulating the inﬂuence of various
parameters were presented by, e.g. [2, 5–8]. The
most distinctive feature of the numerical model
presented in this report is the heterogeneous
representation of the concrete matrix, which in
previous numerical models was represented as
a homogeneous material.
Figure 1 shows a hooked-end steel ﬁbre
surrounded by several aggregates with a maximum diameter of d ≤ 4 mm. This ﬁgure illustrates that the hook of the steel ﬁbre and the
aggregates are of comparable size. Therefore,
it is presumed that an aggregate, when adjacent to the ﬁbre, inﬂuences the pull-out behaviour of the ﬁbre. Mainly the local increase in
strength and stiffness by the aggregate prevents
cracking in the concrete during pull-out. Since
aggregates are randomly distributed within the
concrete, the degree and location of locally increased strength and stiffness varies for every
embedded steel ﬁbre, which contributes to the
spread in results witnessed for pull-out experiments. It is noted that the 2D model brings
several difﬁculties when comparing with 3D
experimental results, and only a quantitative
comparison is possible. However, 3D modelling of a ﬁbre pull-out model is out of the scope
of this research.
This report is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental program,
set-up and results of pull-out experiments on
single steel ﬁbres embedded in concrete. These
experiments were performed on samples containing different ﬁbre types and subjected to
various lateral pressures. Section 3 describes
the numerical model and the implementation
of the elastic and inelastic behaviour of the
ﬁbre and concrete matrix. The complete model
is used to study the inﬂuence of varying relative strengths and relative toughnesses of both
the cement and aggregates on the pull-out be2

haviour. Additionally, the same variation of
relative strengths and relative toughnesses is
studied for a variation of concrete conﬁgurations, in order to assess the inﬂuence of aggregates on the pull-out behaviour. The section
ends with an analysis of the inﬂuence of lateral
pressure on the pull-out behaviour. Finally, in
Section 4 a summary of the main conclusions
and a quantitative validation of the numerical
model with respect to the experimental results
is given.

Figure 1: Steel fibre and an aggregate with d = 4 mm.
Both are of equal size.

2. Experiments
Over the past years several experimental studies were performed investigating numerous
parameters which inﬂuence the pull-out behaviour of a steel ﬁbre embedded in concrete.
The main parameters of interest with respect
to the ﬁbre are its shape, tensile strength, embedding length and inclination angle. These
ﬁbre parameters were studied for a range of
concrete strengths, w/c ratios, curing temperatures and lateral stresses, by e.g. [2, 4, 9–12]
and more recently [6–8, 13–15]
In order to dovetail with the current state
of research on steel ﬁbre pull-out behaviour,
several pull-out experiments were performed
at the Eindhoven University of Technology by
Meijers in 2014 [16]. The aim of these experiments was to study the inﬂuence of the ﬁbre
shape and lateral pressure on the ﬁbre pull-out
behaviour.
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i. Experimental program
i.1 Materials characteristics
The experimental samples consisted of a single
steel ﬁbre embedded in a concrete cube with
sides of 150 mm (Figure 2). Two types of
steel ﬁbres were tested, namely the Dramix R
straight ﬁbre and the Dramix R hooked-end
ﬁbre of which the properties are listed in
Table 1.

The modiﬁed mixture will be referred to as the
TU/e mixture and its composition is described
in Table 2. The 28 days compressive strength
of the mixture was determined by using three
150 mm cylindrical test specimens in accordance with NEN-EN 13791. The compressive
strength was found to be equal to 61 MPa.
Table 2: Mix design for TU/e concrete mixture

Quantity [kg/m3 ]

Material
Cement: CEM I 42.5N
Water
Sand (0-4 mm)
Plastizer: Glenium 27
Plastizer: Glenium 51

983
269
1,042
2.8
4.915

i.2 Experimental set-up

Figure 2: Section of test sample containing a hooked-end
fibre and showing the aggregates distribution.

The concrete used for the experiments is
based on the MS1 concrete mixture designed
by Grünewald [17]. The MS1 mixture was selected as a reference because of its relatively
small maximum aggregate size (0.125 - 4 mm)
and high compressive strength (81.6 MPa). In
order to increase the workability of this mixture, a different type of plasticizer was used.

The pull-out experiments were performed using a 250 kN hydraulic test bench with a 2000
N load cell in order to generate and accurately measure the pull-out force. Subsequently,
this force was transferred to the steel ﬁbre by
means of a manually tightened friction clamp.
The pull-out displacement, typically deﬁned as
the relative displacement between the clamp
and the top surface of the test specimen, was
measured by means of two LVDT’s with an
accuracy of 0.0001 mm. Since several experiments were performed in a biaxial stress state,
a 500 kN hydraulic jack was required for applying lateral pressure to the test specimen.
All experiments were performed displacementcontrolled at a rate of 0.5 mm/min. The set-up
with and without lateral pressure is illustrated
in Figure 3.

Table 1: Steel fibre properties

Fibre type
Dramix R straight
Dramix R 3D

Shape

Length

Diameter

Aspect ratio

Tensile strength

Straight
Hooked-end

60 mm
60 mm

0.9 mm
0.9 mm

67
67

1000 MPa
1010 MPa

3
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Experimental set-up. With (a) the schematic representation, showing the test specimen restrained by a
frame and a pull-out force F acting on the steel fibre by means of a friction clamp. Furthermore, a pull-out
experiment is shown by (b) and (c), with the test specimen restrained in the test bench and the friction clap
generating a pull-out force of the fibre. The relative slip is measured by two LVDT’s attached to the clamp
and a hydraulic compression jack (orange) applies lateral pressure on the specimen.

ii. Results and discussion

ment matrix by means of an interfacial bond.
This bond is able to transfer the pull-out stress
from the ﬁbre to the cement matrix up to the
point where the maximum bond stress (σcrit )
is reached. After passing σcrit , the debonding
phase is initiated. Debonding is the progressive

It is generally understood that the pull-out behaviour of a straight ﬁbre is dictated by three
phases, viz. the bonded state, the de-bonding
phase and the pull-out phase, as shown in Figure 4. Initially the ﬁbre is bonded to the ce-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Straight steel fibre embedded in concrete with embedding length Le and pull-out force P acting on the fibre,
initiating debonding and slip δ (a). The typical pull-out curve for a straight fibre in terms of the pull-out
force and slip is shown by (b), and (c) is a close-up of the curve during debonding, with point A as the point
where debonding is initiated and point C as the point at which debonding is complete (based on [18])

.
4
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Hooked-end fibre embedded in concrete during the debonding phase, with pull-out force P acting on the fibre,
slip δ (a) and embedding length Le . The typical pull-out curves for a straight (green) and hooked-end fibre
(blue) is shown by (b), with point A indicating the initiation of debonding, point C indicating complete
debonding and point D, E and F show the influence of the straightening of the hook (Based on [18]).

failure of the interfacial bond with increasing
pull-out displacement, until complete failure is
obtained. After complete failure of the interfacial bond the ﬁbre is pulled out of the concrete
matrix with only frictional stresses acting on
the ﬁbre-matrix interface; this process takes
place during the pull-out phase.
The pull-out behaviour of a hooked-end
ﬁbre in the bonded phase corresponds to that
of a straight ﬁbre. After the initiation of debonding and thus slip, the hook progressively
deforms plastically during pull-out of the matrix. This deformation results in higher peak
pull-out forces and an increased peak pull-out
displacements, as illustrated in Figure 5. Once
the hook has been straightened, the ﬁbre is
again pulled out of the matrix under inﬂuence
of frictional stresses, identical to the pull-out
behaviour of a straight ﬁbre.
The pull-out behaviour is assessed based
on three parameters, namely the peak pull-out
force (Fmax ), the corresponding peak pull-out
displacement (δmax ) and the dissipated pullout energy (Gmax ), which is the total energy
required for complete pull-out of the ﬁbre, and
equals the area under the pull-out curve (Figure 4).

ii.1 The influence of the fibre shape
First of all, the inﬂuence of the ﬁbre shape on
the pull-out behaviour is examined by means
of pull-out experiments on two types of ﬁbres.
Each ﬁbre type, e.a. straight or hooked-end,
has been tested 12 times. It is noticed that three
experimental results were not regarded to be
representative and for that reason have been
omitted. Causes of these "failed" experiments
were poor bonding between the ﬁbre and the
cement matrix and maladjustments.
The experimental pull-out curves for
straight ﬁbres show a typical scatter of results, which can be observed for Fpeak , δpeak and
the post peak behaviour (Figure 6a). The main
cause of these scattered results is an equally
large variation in degree of interfacial bonding
between ﬁbre and cement matrix, which, in
case of a straight ﬁbre, determines Fmax and
δmax .
When comparing the results of the straight
ﬁbres with those of the hooked-end ﬁbres, a
considerable increase in average Fmax , δmax and
Gmax is observed for the hooked-end ﬁbres
(Table 3). The pull-out force even increases
with a factor ﬁve. This increase in average values is a direct result of the anchoring effect
of the hooked-end, which is clearly visible in
5
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Experimental pull-out curves for straight fibres (a) and hooked-end fibres (b)

Figure 6b. The path of the pull-out curve is
governed by the progressive straightening of
the hook, typically showing two peaks which
indicate the deformation of both bends in the
hook. Similar to the behaviour of the straight
ﬁbres, a large scatter in results is witnessed for
the hooked-end ﬁbres. This scatter is caused
by a variety of inﬂuences, from which the local
crushing of the cement matrix during pull-out
is a major inﬂuence. The local crushing of
cement results in a more continuous deformation of the hook, smoothing the peaks and
subsequently increasing variation. And ﬁnally,
the post-peak behaviour indicates that residual stresses act on the interface after complete
debonding. These residual stresses are mainly
the result of drying shrinkage, ﬁbre (embedding) imperfections and the roughness of the
interface [2, 19]

Table 3: Averages results of the pull-out experiments
on samples containing a straight or hooked-end
fibre.

Straight ﬁbre
Hooked-end ﬁbre

6

Fmax
[N]

δmax
[mm]

Gmax
[Nmm]

90
445

0.15
2.44

488
3582

ii.2 The influence of lateral pressure
The inﬂuence of lateral pressure has been researched by performing pull-out test on both
straight and hooked-end ﬁbres subjected to a
lateral pressure of 0, 4 or 15 MPa (Figure 6).
All six conﬁgurations have been tested 12 times
(Table 4). Notice that the results in Figure 7a
and 7b are identical to the results in Figure 6a
and 6b, and have been added here in order
to provide a clear overall picture of the changing pull-out behaviour under increasing lateral pressure. A total of eleven experimental
responses were omitted due to erroneous results.
Table 4: Overall quantity of tested samples

Lateral pressure [MPa]

0

4

15

Straight ﬁbre samples
Hooked-end ﬁbre samples

12
12

12
12

12
12

The inﬂuence of lateral pressure on the pullout behaviour of a straight ﬁbre can be found
in a slight increase in Fmax (Table 5). The increase in Fmax results from a frictional stress,
caused by the lateral pressure that increases
the critical stress at which debonding and mobilization of the ﬁbre is obtained. For δmax
and Gmax no correlation can be found with respect to lateral pressure (Table 5). However,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7: Experimental pull-out curves for straight and hooked-end fibres. With (a), (c) and (e) showing the results of
pull-out experiments on straight fibres subjected to respectively 0, 4 and 15 MPa, and (b), (d) and (f) showing
the experimental pull-out curves for hooked-end fibres submitted to respectively 0, 4 and 15 MPa.

regarding the pull-out curves a more signiﬁcant result is observed (Figure 7). The post-peak

behaviour of the curves tend to converge with

7
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increasing lateral pressure. This converging
effect is observed for the post peak behaviour,
which standard deviation decreases from 93 N
to 67 N and 49 N for respectively 0, 14 and 15
MPa. Additionally, the standard deviation of
δmax decreases initially from 0.95 mm to 0.27
mm and than slightly increases to 0.29 mm for
respectively 0, 4 and 15 MPa.
Table 5: Averages peak pull-out forces, peak pull-out
displacements and pull-out energies for the experiments on straight fibres samples submitted
to various lateral pressures

σlat
[MPa]

Fmax
[N]

δmax
[mm]

Gmax
[Nmm]

0
4
15

90
103
107

0.15
0.10
0.19

488
394
562

Table 6: Averages results of the pull-out experiments on
hooked-end fibres submitted to various lateral
pressures

σlat
[MPa]

Fmax
[N]

δmax
[mm]

Gmax
[Nmm]

0
4
15

445
407
442

2.44
1.49
1.42

3582
4208
4122

In case of the hooked-end ﬁbre a similar
effect of lateral pressure is observed (Figure 7).
Noting that an increase in lateral pressure reduces the relative inﬂuence of sample imperfections and subsequently decreases variation
in failure characteristics. Beside this decrease
in variation, a decreases in δmax is witnessed
(Table 6). This is most likely caused by a relative stiffer ﬁbre-cement interfacial bond. Furthermore, an increase in Gmax under a hardly
varying Fmax can be observed. The low variation in Fmax under various lateral pressures
results from the fact that the maximum pullout force is mainly determined by the anchoring strength of the hook, and to a lesser extend
by the adhesive bond and frictional stresses,
8

as is the case for the straight ﬁbre. In case
of the pull-out energy the lateral pressure results in an increased Gmax since it generates
residual frictional stresses acting on the ﬁbre
after straightening until the ﬁbre is completely
pulled out.
ii.3 The influence of concrete heterogeneity
During several pull-out experiments it was observed that the cement matrix was crushed
locally during straightening of the hooked-end
ﬁbre. It raised the question on what would happen if an aggregate were adjacent to the ﬁbre,
since aggregates are unlikely to get crushed
in the straightening process. Would the local
presence of a concrete aggregate inﬂuence the
variation in pull-out results for hooked-end
ﬁbres?
In order to provide an answer to this question, a second series of experiments was conducted by Van den Bulck [20]. In these experiments the concrete cubes were poured from
standard Beamix R structural concrete 100 [21]
with a maximum aggregate size of 12 mm. Beamix 100 is composed of CEM III cement (EN
197-1) and Rhine river sand and crushed stones
(EN 12620). The 28 days compressive strength
was determined by means of three 150 mm
cylindrical test specimens in accordance with
NEN-EN 13791, and is equal to 28 MPa. The
samples were also subjected to three different
lateral pressures (0, 3 or 14 MPa). Each lateral pressure conﬁguration was repeated six
times, adding up to a total of 18 samples, all
containing a Dramix R hooked-end ﬁbre. Four
experimental responses were omitted due to
erratic results.
Caution is advised when comparing the test
results from experimental series one (TU/e
mixture) and two (Beamix mixture) in a quantitative way, since both mixtures posses different compressive strengths and aggregate
types. However, a quantitative comparison
can be made. The experimental results do not
show any signiﬁcant changes in average pullout behaviour under inﬂuence of lateral pressure, which is similar to the results of series
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8: Series two experimental pull-out curves for hooked-end fibres submitted to 0, 4 and 15 MPa, respectively (a),
(b) and (c).

one. Therefore it is most remarkable that the
main event, observed from the experimental
pull-out curves of series two, conﬂicts with the
results of series one. Figure 8 show diverging
pull-out curves under increasing lateral pressure, which is the opposite result of the tests
in series one (Figure 7). Another most remark-

able detail is the path of the pull-out curves.
It is noticed that the path is more smooth in
many cases for series two. This can be explained by means of Figure 9, which shows
an hooked-end ﬁbre after complete pull-out.
Striking is the hooked-end, which is not completely straightened during pull-out, as in case

Figure 9: Hooked-end fibre after complete pull-out of Beamix concrete, showing traces of crushed cement in the bends of
the hook, which was not fully straightened during pull-out.

9
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of the tests in series one. Also parts of the cement matrix are still attached to the bends of
the ﬁbre. This indicates local crushing of the
cement matrix during pull-out and the hookedend is not fully straightened, resulting is a
intermediate form of the pull-out behaviour of
a straight and hooked-end ﬁbre.

3. Numerical modelling
This section presents a two-dimensional ﬁnite
element model with the ability to simulate
the pull-out process of a steel ﬁbre embedded in concrete (Figure 10). This ﬁnite element model, or numerical model, is created
by means of a parametric simulation program
developed in Rhinoceros [22]. The simulation
program provides the opportunity to change
the geometry of the numerical model with respect to the concrete and ﬁbre shape, the aggregate dimensions and distribution and the
mesh size [23]. After deﬁning all parameters, the geometry is imported and analysed
in Abaqus 6.12-3 [24]. Note that this ﬁnite element model is a 2D representation of concrete
section. Hence, this model represents a steel
plate embedded in a concrete matrix with tubular aggregates.

and their interfacial bond (Figure 10). The material behaviour of the steel ﬁbre and its implementation in Abaqus is discussed in Section i.
The material behaviour of the concrete matrix
is described in Section ii, and the ﬁbre-cement
interfacial bond is discussed in Section iii.
After the introduction on the material behaviour, the variables deﬁning this material behaviour are discussed in Chapter iv. Chapter v
compares the numerical pull-out behaviour of
a ﬁnite element model containing a straight
ﬁbre and a model containing a hooked-end
steel ﬁbre. Hereafter, the model containing
the hooked-end ﬁbre is used to study the inﬂuence of varying concrete properties and aggregate distributions. Finally, lateral pressure
is applied to both models in order to study its
inﬂuence on the pull-out behaviour.

i. Steel ﬁbre behaviour
The behaviour of the steel ﬁbres is deﬁned by
an elastic and an inelastic part. The elastic part
is simulated by means of a standard Abaqus
elastic material model. For the inelastic part,
isotropic yielding and hardening is described
by the von Mises yield surface. The elastic
and inelastic behaviour of the steel ﬁbre is determined from several tensile tests, which resulted in the stress-strain curve illustrated in
Figure 11a.

ii. Concrete behaviour

Figure 10: Geometry of the finite element model, with
the cement matrix (grey), aggregates (white)
and hooked-end steel fibre (black).

The material behaviour of the ﬁnite element
model is basically governed by three components, namely, the steel ﬁbre, the concrete matrix
10

In case of the concrete matrix a more complex material model is required. The elastic
and inelastic behaviour of the concrete matrix
is simulated by means of the interface damage model as proposed in [25]. This interface damage model is based on a combination of continuum elements, which describe the
elastic bulk behaviour, and interface element
describing the inelastic fracture behaviour (Figure 12). The fracture behaviour is speciﬁed
by means of the traction-separation law as illustrated in Figure 11b. This law relates the
relative displacement across an interface v to
the effective traction in the interface t. This sec-
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(b)

(a)

Figure 11: The material behaviour of a steel fibre (a), determined from multiple tension tests. And (b) the traction
separation law with linear softening. Damage is initiated when the traction reaches tu = Kv0 , and increases
linearly until damage is completed at vu .

tion provides the main equations deﬁning this
traction-separation law for a 2D conﬁguration.
First of all, the effective traction is deﬁned
in terms of the relative separation by the constitutive equation
ti = (1 − d) Kδij v j − dCij δ1j h−v1 i

(with i, j ∈ 1, 2), (1)
where d is the damage parameter, K the elastic
stiffness, δij the Kronecker delta symbol and
indices ’1’ and ’2’ respectively indicate the normal and shear components of the traction ti
and separation vi . Note that the second term
of this equation is in Macauley brackets h·i,
indicating that a negative separation, or compression, results in elastic behaviour.
In Equation (1) the progression of damage
is indicated by the damage parameter which is
bounded by 0 ≤ d ≤ 1, indicating an undamaged element when d = 0 and a fully damaged
element when d = 1. The evolution of d is
formulated in a rate-dependent fashion by:
(
F̂ (λ,κ )
for λ ≥ κ and v0 ≤ κ < vu ,
η
(2)
d˙ =
0
for 0 ≤ λ < κ or κ = vu .
Here, η is a relaxation parameter with the dimension of time and F̂ (λ, κ ) denotes the damage loading function, with effective deformation λ and history parameter κ. The effective

deformation λ is set equal to the Euclidean
norm of the vector of relative
qcrack face displacements i.e., λ = ||v|| = v21 + v22 . Additionally, κ is determined as the maximum value
of the effective separation attained during the
previous steps. The domain of κ is bounded by
v0 ≤ κ ≤ vu , with v0 as the relative displacement at damage initiation and vu as the relative
displacement at damage completion. It follows
from Equation (2) that damage is initiated or
propagated in the case of v0 ≤ λ ≤ vu and
λ ≥ κ. For all other cases the rate of damage
evolution is equal to zero. The damage evolution for this traction-separation diagram is
characterized by a linear softening, which can
be described by a loading function formulated
as follows:
F̂ (λ, κ ) = fˆ(λ) − dˆ(κ ) =
v u ( λ − v0 ) v u (κ − v0 )
−
. (3)
λ ( v u − v0 ) κ ( v u − v0 )
An interface element in a 2D conﬁguration can
be loaded in both normal (mode I) and shear
(mode II) direction. When an element is loaded
in both directions (mixed mode loading), the
relative displacements at damage initiation v0
and damage completion vu depends on the
mode-mixity parameter β as
β=

v2
.
v2 + h v1 i

(4)
11
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(b)

(a)

Figure 12: Finite element mesh with interface elements within the cement, aggregate and cement-aggregate interface.

This equation shows that β = 0 under pure
mode I loading conditions (v2 = 0) and β = 1
under pure mode II loading conditions (v1 =
0). The functions deﬁning v0 = v̂0 ( β) and
vu = v̂u ( β) are formulated by means of a
fracture criterion for brittle interfacial fracture,
which is used to characterize the mixed-mode
toughness.
GI
G
+ II = 1
G I,c
G I I,c

(5)

In this equation G I and G I I denote the energy
release rates in respectively mode I and II, and
G I,c and G I I,c denote the fracture toughness
under pure mode I and II loading. Finally,
the relative displacement at damage initiation
and completion is derived from the previous
equations, and is given by:
v
u
1 + 2β2 − 2β
0
0
0 0u
v = v̂ ( β) = v1 v2 t
2
,
βv01 + (1 − β) v02
(6)
and

2 1 + 2β2 − 2β
u
v = v̂ ( β) =
Kv0
  2 −1

β
(1 − β )2
, (7)
+
G I,c
G I I,c
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where v01 = t1u /K and v02 = t2u /K are the relative displacements at which damage is initiated
under respectively pure mode I and pure mode
II loading, and t1u and t2u indicate the ultimate
tractions for pure mode I and pure mode II
loading. For more detailed information on the
interface damage model the interested reader
is referred to [25].

iii.

Interfacial bond

The bond between ﬁbre surface and concrete
surface is referred to as the interfacial bond.
This interfacial bond is characterized by a bondslip relation, which describes the bonding, debonding and slip mechanism. The initial bonding and subsequent debonding of the interface
is described in Section iii.1, and the slip relation is discussed in Section iii.2.
iii.1

Bond relation

The bond and debonding of the ﬁbre-matrix interface can be described by means of a tractionseparation law. This traction-separation law
is similar to the traction-separation law used
to described concrete fracture, apart from a
slightly different formulation and exponential
softening curve. The main equations deﬁn-
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ing the interface bonding and debonding are
presented below, starting with the traction separation law
ti = (1 − d)Kvi

(with i, j ∈ 1, 2),

(8)

where K is the elastic stiffness, d the damage parameter, which again is bounded by
0 ≤ d ≤ 1. Additionally, indices ’1’ and ’2’
indicating the normal and shear component
of the the relative traction ti and relative displacement vi . The initiation of the debonding
process is initiated when the quadratic traction
law reaches one:
#2 ! #2
!
t
h t1 i
+ 20
= 1.
(9)
t01
t2
In this equation t01 and t02 indicate the maximum tractions for respectively pure mode I
and pure mode II loading.
The evolution of damage follows an exponential function, which is derived form experimental results:
 



κ − v0
 0
1
−
exp
−
α
u
0
v
v −v
1 −
.
d = 1−
κ
1 − exp (α)

(10)
In this equation v0 and v0 respectively denote
the relative separation at which damage is initiated and completed, and α denotes a nondimensional parameter which deﬁnes the rate
of damage evolution. Please be aware that in
this formulation κ is set equal to the maximum
relative separation attained during the loading
history, which includes the current step.
iii.2

iii.3

Surface-based contact simulation

The bond-slip relation is assigned to the ﬁbrecement interface by means of a surface-based
contact formulation (Figure 15). A surfacebased contact formulation requires two contact
surfaces and a contact property model. The
contact formulation model contains the bondslip relation and prescribes the behaviour of
the contact surfaces if in contact. When selecting the surfaces a master and a slave role must
be assigned. The target surface is assigned the
master role, and the contact surface is assigned
the slave role. The following rules must be
respected when assigning the master and slave
roles, according to [24]:
• Analytical rigid surfaces and rigidelement-based surfaces must always be
the master surface.
• A node-based surface can act only as a
slave surface and always uses node-tosurface contact.
• Slave surfaces must always be attached to
deformable bodies or deformable bodies
deﬁned as rigid.
• Both surfaces in a contact pair cannot be
rigid surfaces with the exception of deformable surfaces deﬁned as rigid.

Slip relation

Once debonding is initiated the ﬁbre may start
to slip, which causes frictional stresses on the
ﬁbre-matrix interface. Frictional stresses are
simulated by means of the basic Coulomb’s
friction model, which relates the maximum allowable frictional stress σcrit across an interface
to the contact pressure p between contacting
surfaces by a speciﬁed friction coefﬁcient µ:
σcrit = µp.

(11)

Figure 15: Surface-based contact formulation, with the
contact formulation defining the behaviour of
the master and slave surfaces when in contact
(Based on [24]).

Hence, it is obvious that in case of the steel
ﬁbre pull-out model the master and slave roles
13
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(b)
(a)
Figure 13: Finite element mesh, showing interface elements within concrete matrix. Elastic border (b) in order to avoid
conflicts when combining the interface damage model with the surface-based contact simulation.

are assigned to respectively the cement matrix surface and the ﬁbre surface. However,
be aware that the combination of the surfacebased contact model and the interface damage
model, as discussed in Section ii, requires special attention. Since the master surface must
represent a rigid body, the ﬁrst row of interface elements in the cement matrix have been
omitted in order to avoid concrete cracking,
which conﬂicts with the surface-based contact
formulation (Figure 13). Furthermore, a node-

(a)

to-surface discretization is used which will
not be discussed here, for more information
see [23, 24, 26]

iv. Finite element model
The ﬁnite element model consists of a steel
ﬁbre embedded in a heterogeneous concrete
matrix. For this research either a straight or
hooked-end ﬁbre is modelled. Figure 14 shows
the ﬁnite element model and its boundary con-

(b)

Figure 14: Geometries and boundary conditions for a single steel fibre embedded in a concrete matrix, for (a) a straight
fibre and (b) a hooked-end fibre.
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Table 7: Quantity and percentages of elements required to model a heterogeneous concrete section for the hooked-end
fibre case.

Continuum elements
Cohesive interface
ments

ele-

[CPS3]
[COH2D]

Total

Cement
[%]

Aggregates
[%]

Cement-aggregate
interface [%]

24,766
36,430

77
74

23
20

6

ditions for both the straight and hooked-end
ﬁbres. The geometry of the model represents a
rectangular concrete section measuring 60x40
mm2 with a centred, embedded steel ﬁbre. The
aggregate distribution is based on the TU/e
mixture, as described in Section 2i.1, and contains aggregates with a maximum diameter of
4 mm adding up to a total volume fraction
of Va = 0.4. The geometry is ﬁxed by roller
supports at the left and bottom edge. Additionally, a small displacement of u = 9.0 · 10−4
mm is applied to the right edge representing
a concrete shrinkage strain of ǫ = 1.5 · 10−4 .
The pull-out force F is imposed by applying a

uniform displacement δ at the top of the ﬁbre.
The displacement is applied at a nominal strain
rate of δ̇/Le = 1.5 · 10−2 s-1 , with ﬁbre embedding length Le = 40 mm.
The models are meshed with 3-node continuum triangular elements (CPS3) and 4-node
cohesive elements (COH2D). The steel ﬁbre
is meshed with approximately 11.000 CPS3
elements, and the concrete mesh consists of
a combination of approximately 24.750 CPS3
and 36.500 COH2D elements. For reasons of
convergence the mesh is required to be relative
ﬁne near the hook of the ﬁbre. This ﬁneness
is not required for the remainder of the ﬁbre,

Table 8: Materials properties of the steel fibre pull-out model for an elastic concrete matrix

Parameter(s)

Value(s)

Steel fibre
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio

E = 210 [GPa]
v = 0.3

Cement matrix
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio

E = 25 [GPa]
v = 0.2

Aggregates
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio

E = 75 [GPa])
v = 0.2

Fibre-cement interfacial bond
Elastic stiffness
Ultimate normal and shear strengths
Ultimate normal and shear separation
Exponential parameter
Friction coefﬁcient

K = 250 [N/mm3 ]
t1u = t2u = tuadh = 15 [MPa]
δI,c = δI I,c = δc,adh = 0.5 [MPa]
α=6
µ = 0.4
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Table 9: Interface elements properties defining the inelastic behaviour of the concrete matrix.

Parameter(s)

Value(s)

Properties interface elements
Elastic stiffness
Ultimate normal and shear strengths
Mode I and mode II fracture toughnesses

K = 1 · 106 [N/mm3 ]
t1u = t2u = 50 [MPa]
G I,c = G I I,c = 10 [MPa]

however, it is an inevitable result of the restrictions by the mesh generator and simulation
model. Similar to the ﬁbre, for the concrete
matrix a relative ﬁne mesh is only required in
the direct vicinity of the hook. Table 7 provides
the quantity and percentages of continuum and
cohesive elements required to mesh the concrete matrix and its components in case of the
hooked-end ﬁbre model. The material properties deﬁning the behaviour of the continuum
elements and the surface based contact simulation are identical for all simulations presented
in this report, and are listed in Table 8. Please
notice that the strength and stiffness of the
ﬁbre-cement interfacial bond are taken a factor
20 higher than is common for this bond in a
3D conﬁguration [5, 6, 8]. These properties are
adopted in order to account for the 2D representation of the numerical model, and have
been determined by qualitative mimicking the
experimental pull-out results for straight and
hooked-end ﬁbres. The relaxation parameter
η is taken relatively small η = 1 · 10− 4 s in
order to closely approach the limit case of
rate-independence. Furthermore, the plastic
behaviour of the steel ﬁbre has not been included in this table for reasons of brevity, but
is deﬁned according to bi-linear stress-strain
curve as presented in Figure 11a.
Initially the pull-out behaviour of a steel
ﬁbre is assessed when embedded in an elastic
concrete matrix. Therefore, the interface elements are assigned a relative high elastic stiffness Ki = 1 · 106 N/mm3 and an "inﬁnitely"
large maximum relative traction tiu , in order
to assure pure elastic behaviour and minimize
the inﬂuence of elastic deformation of the interface elements on the overall deformation of
the concrete matrix.
16

v. The inﬂuence of the ﬁbre shape and
concrete plasticity
First of all the inﬂuence of the ﬁbre type, i.e.
straight or hooked-end, is assessed. The geometry and material properties of both models are as discussed in Section iv. As mentioned before, the strengths of the interface
elements are set "inﬁnitely" large in order to
assure pure elastic behaviour of the concrete
matrix. Additionally, a third numerical analysis is performed to investigate the inﬂuence
of concrete cracking on the pull-out behaviour
of the hooked-end ﬁbre. In order to enable the
cracking of concrete, the relative strengths and
relative toughnesses of the interface elements
are modiﬁed in accordance with the values
shown in Table 9. The ultimate relative traction
tiu is determined as the lowest applicable value
for the interface elements, without simulating
an erroneous failure mechanism of the concrete.
The relative fracture toughness in mode I G I ,
and mode II G I I of the interface elements is
determined by G I = G I I = Gi,c = 21 tiu viu , with
viu = 0.04 mm. The value of viu is set higher
than is common for this parameter in order to
account for the 2D representation. The inﬂuence of concrete cracking on the pull-out behaviour of a straight ﬁbre is negligible and therefore not considered. Figure 16 shows the numerical pull-out behaviour for the straight and
hooked-end ﬁbres when embedded in a pure
elastic concrete matrix, and for the hooked-end
ﬁbre when embedded in an inelastic concrete
matrix. The pull-out force F is normalized relative to the reference pull-out force Fmax,re f ,
which is equal to the maximum pull-out force
measured during the analyses of the hookedend ﬁbre in the elastic concrete matrix. The
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Figure 16: Numerical pull-out curves for a straight (1) and hooked-end fibre (2,3). The pull-out displacement δ is given
relative to the embedding length Le (30 mm), and the pull-out force F is denoted relative to the highest
pull-out force reached during analysis of the hooked-end fibre Fmax,re f .

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

Figure 17: Process of the straightening of the end-hook. Points A-E correspond with points A-E in Figure 16.

relative displacement δ, or slip, has been nor-

malized with respect to the embedding length
17
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of the ﬁbre Le = 30 mm. The inﬂuence of the
ﬁbre shape follows clearly from Figure 16. The
ﬁgure shows a factor 20 higher peak pull-out
force Fpeak for the hooked-end ﬁbre when compared with the straight ﬁbre, and a signiﬁcant
increase in peak pull-out displacement δmax .
This is the result of the straightening process
of the hook, as illustrated in Figure 17.
Furthermore, an obvious inﬂuence of the cracking of concrete follows from this ﬁgure. Both
the peak pull-out force and pull-out energy,
which is equal to the area under the pull-out
curve, decreases when enabling concrete cracking. When cracking of concrete is enabled, the
resistance of the concrete during the straightening process of the hooked-end ﬁbre reduces,
resulting in a decreased peak pull-out force
and subsequently a lower pull-out energy.

vi. The inﬂuence of varying concrete
strengths
This section studies the inﬂuence of the
strength and toughness of the interface elements on the pull-out behaviour of the hookedend ﬁbre. For this study the numerical model
as discussed in the previous chapter is used,
and the pull-out curve of the hooked-end ﬁbre
in a pure elastic concrete matrix will be used

as the reference curve.
In order to assess the inﬂuence of varying
strengths and toughnesses of the interface elements on the pull-out behaviour of a steel ﬁbre,
ﬁve strength conﬁgurations (SC’s) are established and presented in Table 10. Please notice
that SC-A and SC-C are equal to the analyses as
performed in the previous chapter, and that a
distinction is made between interface elements
within the aggregate and cement and interface
element on the cement-aggregate interface. The
maximum relative strengths of the interface elements in SC-B, SC-D and SC-E are designed
as a factor of the maximum relative traction as
determined for SC-C. The maximum separation is kept constant for all analyses, vu = 0.4
mm. Hence, an increase in tiu results in an
proportional increase in Gi,c .
Strength conﬁguration SC-B is established
in order to analyse the inﬂuence of a concrete
matrix which is a factor of two stronger and
tougher than SC-C. Conﬁgurations SC-D and
SC-E are established in order to simulate the
concrete behaviour more accurately by making
a distinction in the strength and toughness of
the interface elements in the cement, aggregate
and cement-aggregate interface. The aggregate
interface is speciﬁed as the strongest interface
and cement-aggregate interface as the weakest

Table 10: Interface strengths and fracture toughnesses for strength configuration SC.A - SC.E. The interface strengths
are chosen relative to the fibre-cement interfacial bond strength tiu = 15 MPa, and subsequently Gi,c is
specified since vu = 0.4 mm.

Aggregate interface

Cement interface

Cement-aggregate interface

SC-A

tiu [MPa]
Gi,c [MPa]

∞
n/a

∞
n/a

∞
n/a

SC-B

tiu [MPa]
Gi,c [MPa]

100
20

100
20

100
20

SC-C

tiu [MPa]
Gi,c [MPa]

50
10

50
10

50
10

SC-D

tiu [MPa]
Gi,c [MPa]

200
35

100
20

50
10

SC-E

tiu [MPa]
Gi,c [MPa]

300
60

150
30

50
10
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Figure 18: Numerical pull-out curves for multiple hooked-end steel fibre embedded in concrete with various strength
properties (SC-A - SC-D) as defined in Table 10.

interface, which is in accordance with common
concrete behaviour [27–32].
The pull-out curves for all strength conﬁgurations are presented in Figure 18. This ﬁgure
shows that pure elastic material behaviour of
the concrete (SC-A) results in a distinctive peak
pull-out force. When reducing the strength of
the interfaces elements, the peak ﬂattens, and
in case of the weakest concrete strength (SC-C)
the overall behaviour of the pull-out curve decreases signiﬁcant. From these results a slight
difference in pull-out behaviour for SC-D and
SC-E can be witnessed for the peak pull-out
force.

vii. The inﬂuence concrete heterogeneity
The previous section showed that cracking of
the concrete matrix inﬂuences the pull-out behaviour of a hooked-end ﬁbre. It was observed
that a steel ﬁbre embedded in a concrete matrix with high strength and toughness is characterized by a higher pull-out force and energy
when compared with a ﬁbre embedded in a
concrete matrix with lower strength properties.
This section studies the inﬂuence of a local in-

crease in strength and toughness adjacent to
the hook of the ﬁbre by an aggregate.
In order to study the inﬂuence of a local
increase in concrete strength and toughness
by an aggregate, four geometrical conﬁgurations (GC’s) are analysed. Figure 19 shows all
four geometrical conﬁgurations, from which
GC-1 represents the conﬁguration as analysed
in the previous chapters. GC-2 is, similar to
GC-1, based on an aggregate distribution with
maximum aggregate diameter of 4 mm, and a
total aggregate volume fraction of Va = 40%, as
was used for the TU/e mixture in Section 2i.1.
GC-3 and 4 are based on an aggregate distribution with maximum aggregate diameter of 12
mm, and a total aggregate volume fraction of
Va = 60%, as was used for the Beamix mixture
in Section 2ii.3. The difference in GC-3 and
GC-4 is the size of the aggregates adjacent to
the hook of the ﬁbre. These conﬁgurations are
included in this study in order to research if the
size of an aggregate relates to the extend of its
inﬂuence on the pull-out behaviour of the steel
ﬁbre. Each geometrical conﬁguration has been
analysed for all ﬁve strength conﬁgurations as
described in Table 10.
Figure 20 presents the pull-out curves for
19
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(a) GC-1, TU/e mixture

(b) GC-2, TU/e mixture

(c) GC-3, Beamix mixture

(d) GC-4, Beamix mixture

Figure 19: Four geometrical configurations with varying aggregate locations and dimensions. Subfigures (a) and (b)
are based on the TU/e mixture and (c) - (d) on the Beamix mixture.

all four GC’s in combination with the ﬁve SC’s.
In these graphs the pull-out force F is normalized to the reference pull-out force Fre f ,max ,
which is the peak pull-out force for the reference case (GC-1 and SC-A), and the displacement is again normalized with respect to the
ﬁbre embedding length Le = 30 mm.
As an overall observation an increase in pullout force and variation in pull-out curves is
witnessed for the geometries with aggregates
adjacent to the ﬁbre. This increase in pullout force is partly the results of the Young’s
modulus of the aggregate, which is a factor 3
higher than the Young’s modulus of the cement.
Furthermore, the high strength and toughness
of the cement and aggregates for SC-D and
SC-E is clearly reﬂected in by GC-2 and GC-4.
For these cases the pull-out curves show more
spread, showing the inﬂuence of an aggregate
adjacent to the ﬁbre
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Please notice the three aberrant curves in Figure 20b (SC-A, SC-E) and Figure 20d (SC-A).
These curves are the result of extensive plastic
deformation of the steel ﬁbre during pull-out,
shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Extensive plastic deformation of the steel fibre
during pull-out.
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(a) GC-1, TU/e mixture

(b) GC-2, TU/e mixture

(c) GC-3, Beamix mixture

(d) GC-4, Beamix mixture

Figure 20: The numerical pull-out curves for all four geometric configurations and all five strength configurations.

viii.

Lateral pressure

As a ﬁnal study the inﬂuence of lateral pressure
on the pull-out behaviour is analysed. This
analysis was performed only for the reference
case (GC-1) and strength conﬁguration SC-E.
This conﬁguration is subjected to two different lateral pressures, i.e. 0 and 15 MPa. The
lateral pressure p is applied at the right edge
of the specimen instead of the displacement u
(Figure 22).
The results of the pull-out simulations are
presented in Figure 23. It shows that the inﬂuence of lateral pressure manifests by an increasing pull-out force, which is in accordance with
the experimental results. However, when the
lateral pressure exceeds the concrete strength
(tiu = 400 MPa), crushing of the concrete matrix occurs as illustrated in Figure 24. In this
strength conﬁguration the aggregate-cement

interface possesses the lowest strength properties. Hence, the crack pattern is dominated by
the aggregate distribution.

Figure 22: Geometry and boundary conditions for the
pull-out model subjected to lateral pressure p
and a pull-out displacement δ.
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Figure 23: The influence of 25 MPa lateral pressure on the pull-out behaviour of a hooked-end fibre.

Figure 24: The crushing of concrete when applying lateral pressure of 400 MPa, which exceeds the strength of the
concrete matrix.
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4. Concluding discussion
In this report the pull-out behaviour of straight
and hooked-end steel ﬁbres has been studied in
an experimental and numerical fashion. First
of all, experiments were performed to investigate the pull-out behaviour of a straight and
hooked-end ﬁbre. In addition the inﬂuence of
lateral pressure and a different concrete mixture on the pull-out behaviour of a hooked-end
ﬁbre has been studied.
During the numerical research, the pull-out
behaviour of a straight and hooked-end ﬁbre
embedded in an elastic concrete matrix was
simulated. Subsequently, the concrete matrix
was modiﬁed in order to allow cracking of concrete, and to study its inﬂuence on the pull-out
behaviour of a hooked-end ﬁbre. Hereafter,
four different geometrical conﬁgurations were
established, aiming to study the inﬂuence of an
aggregate adjacent to the bends of the hooked,
and to study a possible difference in inﬂuence
of small (d ≤ 4 mm) and larger (d ≤ 12 mm)
aggregates adjacent to the hook.
The experiments showed a large variation
in pull-out curves for both the straight and
hooked-end ﬁbre. The most striking difference
in pull-out curve of the hooked-end ﬁbre, is
the factor ﬁve higher peak pull-out force when
compared with the straight ﬁbre. In addition,
a clear inﬂuence of the straightening process
of the hook is witnessed, which signiﬁcantly
increases the pull-out energy. The inﬂuence of
the lateral pressure was most apparent in the
post-peak behaviour of both ﬁbre types, and
further may cause a signiﬁcantly increase in
peak pull-out force for the straight ﬁbre. For
the inﬂuence of a different concrete mixture
on the pull-out behaviour, no well-founded
conclusion can be formulated, since the concrete mixtures show excessive differences, e.g.
the TU/e mixture was composed of aggregates
with a diameter of d ≤ 4 mm and possess a
compressive strength of 61 MPa, while the Beamix mixture is composed of aggregates with
a diameter of d ≤ 12 mm and a possesses a
compressive strength of 26 MPa.
The numerical model presented in this re-

port showed that, despite its 2D conﬁguration,
it is able to simulate the pull-out behaviour of
a straight and hooked-end ﬁbre in a qualitative
fashion. The strength and toughness of the
interfacial bond between ﬁbre and cement was
reduced in order to prevent unrealistic failure
mechanisms in the concrete matrix. This reduction in interfacial strength resulted in a factor
20 higher peak pull-out force for the hookedend ﬁbre compared to the straight ﬁbre, which
for the experimental results is only a factor ﬁve.
Additionally, a clear inﬂuence of the concrete
strength and concrete cracking on the pull-out
behaviour of a hooked-end ﬁbre was shown
by the numerical results. The results showed
that an increase in concrete strength reduced
the cracking of concrete and resulted in an increased peak pull-out force, and subsequently
increased pull-out energy.
This inﬂuence was most evident in a reduced peak pull-out force and subsequently
reduced pull-out energy. Furthermore, it was
shown that an aggregate adjacent to the bends
of the hook increases the variation in pullout curves under various concrete strengths.
This effect occurred for both aggregate sizes,
since they increased the peak pull-out force
and force required during the straightening
process. Finally, the effect of lateral pressure
on the pull-out behaviour of the hooked-end
ﬁbre was found to be similar as for the experimental results.
Recapitulating, a 2D numerical model is
presented, which can provide a qualitative simulation of the pull-out behaviour of a single
steel ﬁbre embedded in a heterogeneous concrete matrix. However, this model is bounded
by the condition that the pull-out behaviour
must be governed by the ﬁbre-cement interfacial bond, or by the deformation of the ﬁbre
geometry. Hence, this 2D numerical model
does not provide an adequate result when the
pull-out behaviour is governed by a combination of the interfacial bond and the straightening of the ﬁbre.
Further research on the inﬂuence of the discrete representation of concrete on the pull-out
behaviour of a steel ﬁbre is necessary, and it
23
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is recommended to perform a series of pullout tests on a range of concrete mixtures with
the same composition excluding the aggregate
volume and dimensions. These experiments
should provide a better insight in the explicit
inﬂuence of the aggregate dimensions on the
pull-out behaviour.
For the numerical research, it is recommended
to expand the model to an 3D conﬁguration,
where the materials models can be adopted
since they are based on an 3D formulation.
Similar, the simulation model and mesh gen-
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erator are capable of modelling and meshing
an 3D conﬁguration. Although, when adopting the exact same mesh principle as for the
2D model, the computation time for the 3D
model will increase disproportional. Therefore,
a more sophisticated mesh should be applied.
Altogether, an 3D extension of the numerical
model enables a quantitative study on the pullout behaviour of multiple ﬁbre shapes and the
inﬂuence of various parameters on the pull-out
behaviour.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The development of new kinds of concrete, for instance ultra-light weight concrete, ultra-high
performance concrete or fibre reinforced concrete, is of great interest for the industry and society
as a whole. New sorts of concrete are developed to satisfy specific materials behaviour as for
instance high compression or tensile strength, low dead weight or ductility. The behaviour of
concrete, and other composite materials, depends on its components such as cement, aggregates
and the presence of fibres. The influence of the components on the properties of concrete is studied
mainly by performing experiments.
Since the development of the computer, numerical models to calculate the properties of concrete have been put forward. Hence, concrete behaviour is dictated by its components, models
assuming heterogeneous concrete were developed. In these models the influence of the components
material properties on the overall behaviour of the composite structure is calculated. Among others, Walraven [5], Zaitsev and Wittmann [11], Wittmann et. al. [12], Sadouki [6] and Roelfstra [13]
made significant progress in this field of research.
In 2012 the department of concrete structures at the Technical University of Eindhoven (TU/e)
commenced research on numerical concrete. Schoenmakers [1] studied discrete cracking of concrete
and Van der Aa [2] studied the pull-out behaviour of a steel fibre embedded in concrete. Both
researches presented a study on existing theories and methods to create numerical models. The
most promising theories were adopted and implemented in numerical models.
Schoenmakers [1] adopted the cohesive zone model (CZM) in combination with a tractionseparation law as derived by Alfaro et. al. [4]. Using this model, discrete cracking simulations
were performed using Abaqus 6.12-3 (Figure 1.1) and validated by similar simulations performed
by Alfaro et. al. [3].

Figure 1.1: Discrete cracking of a fibre in an epoxy matrix (Schoenmakers [1])
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Van der Aa [2] performed fibre pull-out simulations as schematically shown in Figure 1.2.
When pulling a fibre out of concrete multiple failure modes occur, which are discussed in Figure
1.2. In order to describe these failure modes Van der Aa [2] used theories derived by among
others, Noakowski [14], Tassios and Yannapoulos [15], Bruggeling [16], Needleman [17], Naaman
et. al. [18], and Tvergaard [19]. Figure 1.3 shows the stress distribution in the fibre and concrete
during sequential phases of the pull-out simulation.
In addition to the numerical model, experiments were performed by Van den Bulck [20]. The
experimental pull-out behaviour showed large variations in contrast to the numerical model, which
resulted in a single curve. This experimental variation could be caused by the presence of aggregates in the concrete, which were not included in the homogeneous numerical model.

Figure 1.2: Schematic fibre pull-out test (van der Aa [2])

Figure 1.3: Fibre pull-out test (van der Aa [2])
In this document the next step in the research process on numerical concrete at the TU/e is
presented. This document is a user manual for a simulation model which is able to generate two
numerical models.
The first numerical model consists of a two-dimensional heterogeneous concrete section with
an implemented CZM. This numerical model can be used to perform discrete cracking simulations
and subsequently, study the influence of the components material properties on the overall behaviour of the concrete section, as shown in Figure 1.4
In the second model a fibre is added to the numerical concrete model as shown in Figure 1.5. By
adding a fibre, the influence of the heterogeneous nature of concrete on the fibre pull-out behaviour
can be studied. The main purpose of this model is to clarify the variations in the experimental
pull-out test results. And, similar to the first numerical model, the material properties of the
components can be varied to study the influence of these components on the pull-out behaviour.
The process of generating these numerical models is described in the upcoming chapters. Starting with Chapter 2, where the CZM and traction-separation law will be described, where after
2
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(a) Interface cracking

(b) Aggregate cracking

(c) Cement cracking

Figure 1.4: Fracture behaviour of concrete

(a) Staight fiber

(b) Hooked-end fiber

Figure 1.5: Numerical models for fibre pull-out simulation
fiber pull-out behaviour is discussed in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 provides a list of programs required in this generating process. This process consists
of several modules which are discussed in the subsequent Chapters 5 - 11.
Chapter 5

Rhinoceros/Grasshopper Model

Chapter 6

Random Generating of Aggregates and Fiber Simulation

Chapter 7

Random Sequential Packing

Chapter 8

Creating Gmsh Input File

Chapter 9

Meshing with Gmsh

Chapter 10

Creating Input for Python

Chapter 11

Appending Cohesive Elements

Finally, Chapter 12 discusses the implementation of the numerical models in finite element
program Abaqus.
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Chapter 2

Cohesive Zone Model
When a cohesive zone model (CZM) is implemented in a finite element model (FEM), an interface
is created between continuum elements, Figure 2.1. In Schoenmakers [1] a study is presented on
methods to model interfaces. He concluded that interfaces can be modelled either by a cohesive
surface or a cohesive element, Figure ??. To these interfaces certain failure behaviour is assigned
which enables cracking to occur in the interface. The failure behaviour that will be assigned is
referred to as the interface damage model, as described by Alfaro et. al. [4].
In this Chapter first the cohesive surfaces (Section 2.1) and cohesive elements (Section 2.2)
will be discussed briefly, whereafter the interface damage model will be described in Section 2.3.

(a) Cohesive surface

(b) Cohesive element

Figure 2.1: Modelling a cohesive interface

2.1

Cohesive Surfaces

The afore mentioned interface damage model can be incorporated in the connection of two surfaces. These surface are then referred to as cohesive surface. The usability of cohesive surfaces
is examined for discrete cracking (large displacements) by Schoenmakers [1]. Cohesive surface
have a disadvantage that the relative displacement of a continuum element in Mode II (shear) is
larger than its own element length the surfaces are separated and no traction can be transferred
anymore, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Simulating Concrete Cracking and Steel Fibre Pull-out Behaviour
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Figure 2.2: Cohesive surface (Schoenmakers [1])

2.2

Cohesive Elements

Another posibility of modelling an interface is by placing interfac e elements between continuum
elements and assigning the interface damage model to interface elements. These interface elements
are referred to as cohesive elements (Figure 2.3). Cohesive elements have the advantage over
cohesive surfaces when the displacement of a continuum element is larger than its own element
length, since in that case traction can still be transferred.
Cohesive elements can be implemented either as elements with a thickness equal to zero or with
a thickness larger than zero. Schoenmakers [1] concluded that cohesive elements with a thickness
larger than zero are preferred when a discontinuous stress distribution occurs in the continuum
elements. In that case only cohesive elements with thickness reach the damage initiation cirterum
(Section 2.3), which is required when using the interface damage model.
An example of a CZM with cohesive elements with a thickness larger than zero is shown in
Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.3: Cohesive surface (Schoenmakers [1])

Figure 2.4: Principle cohesive zone model (Alfaro et. al. [3])
6
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2.3

Interface Damage Model

Interface damage behaviour can be described using a traction-separation law as shown by the
diagram in Figure 2.5. This diagram describes the relation between the effective relative displacement and the effective traction. The effective traction is the stress in the interface and the effective
relative displacement is the displacement between both sides of the interface.

Figure 2.5: Traction-separation law (Alfaro et. al. [4])
Initially, the interface behaviour is linear elastic up to the onset of the damage process (tu ), at
this point the maximum traction is reached, with v 0 being the equivalent crack face displacement
at which damage is considered to be initiated. Subsequently the damage in the interface material
evolves with deformation until damage is competed and v u is reached. This damage process can
be modelled by softening, hardening or perfect plastic behaviour. In this model linear softening,
as illustrated in Figure 2.5, is adopted. For linear softening the damage parameter is defined by
Formula 2.1.
v u (v − v 0 )
(2.1)
d=
v(v u − v 0 )
With d being the damage and v the currently acting separation.
For a three-dimensional structure there are three ways of applying a force to enable a crack
to initiate or propagate, as shown in Figure 2.6. Therefore a traction-separation diagram has to
be defined for three fracture modes, Mode I, II and III. With Mode I being a tensile stress normal
to the plane of the crack, Mode II a shear stress acting parallel to the plane of the crack and
perpendicular to the crack front and Mode III a shear stress acting parallel to the plane of the
crack and parallel to the crack front.

(a) Mode I (vn )

(b) Mode II (vs )

(c) Mode III (vt )

Figure 2.6: The three fracture modes of a 3D body
Since the numerical models discussed in this manual are two-dimensional representations of
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concrete structures, the traction-separation law has to be defined for Mode I and Mode II only.
For the exact derivation of the traction-separation law the reader is referred to Alfaro et. al. [4].
In order to determine the behaviour of the interface under a combination of loads in different
modes, a mixed-mode behaviour is defined as displayed in Figure 2.7. The mixed-mode behaviour
depends on the force angel (α) and the material behaviour in Mode I, II and III, as shown in
0
Figure 2.8. Figure 2.8 shows how the damage initiation displacement (vM
M ) and the ultimate
u
displacement (vM M ) for mixed-mode behaviour is determined. For the exact formulation of the
mixed-mode parameters the reader is referred to Turon et. al. [21] and Alfaro et. al. [4].

Figure 2.7: Mixed-mode behaviour for a 2D configuration

Figure 2.8: Determining mixed-mode behaviour for 2D (Schoenmakers 2013)
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Chapter 3

Fiber Pull-Out Behaviour
This chapter discusses the pull-out behaviour of a fibre embedded in homogeneous concrete and its
numerical implementation. Van der Aa [2] performed a literature study on this topic and created a
numerical model. Three components are distinguished: the fibre, the matrix and the fibre-matrix
interface, Figure 3.1a. The fibre-matrix interface behaviour is dictated by three subsequent mechanisms: adhesive bond, debonding and friction (Figure 3.1b). In Sections 3.1 - 3.3 these three
mechanisms will be described subsequently, where after in Section 3.4 non-linear material models
for fibre and matrix are discussed.

(a) Three components of the fibre pull-out test

(b) Typical pull-out curve

Figure 3.1: Modelling steel fibre pull-out behaviour

3.1

Adhesive Bond

The first part of the pull-out behaviour is dictated by a linear branch caused by an adhesive
bond, Figure 3.1b. Adhesion is the bonding between two different materials, in this case the bond
between fibre and matrix. This bond is a fibre-matrix interface property and during pull-out the
fibre displaces relative to the matrix, introducing shear stresses in the interface which subsequently
lead to stresses in the matrix. The stress distribution in the fibre, matrix and interface depends on
the relationship between the shear stress and the relative displacement (slip). This adhesive relationship is described by a bond-slip (τ - δ) relation and is governed by the stiffness of the interface.
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In order to calculate the stresses a bond-slip (τ - δ) relation has to be assumed. This relation
is used to calculate the shear stress of an infinitesimal or finite small segment in the interface.
Subsequently, horizontal equilibrium of the segment is used to calculate the stress increment in the
fibre. If the increment of fibre stress is known, the increment of concrete stress can be calculated.
From the stresses the strains can be calculated. The difference between steel and concrete strain
times the width of the segment is referred to as the slip. The standard bond-slip behaviour is
described by:
τ = κδ
(3.1)
with τ being the bond shear stress, κ the elastic stiffness and δ the relative displacement (slip).

3.2

Debonding

The second part of the fiber pull-out behaviour is dictated by debonding of the fiber. Debonding
is the process of decreasing interface strength.
When progressively increasing the displacement of the fibre, the bond shear stress increases
till the maximum bond shear stress is reached. The maximum bond shear stress is the stress
at which the adhesive bond is no longer capable of withstanding the bond shear stress. From
this point on the adhesive bond in the fibre-matrix interface fails progressively, implying that the
transfer of stresses through the interface decreases as the slip increases. Failure of the interface is
completed when the interface is no longer capable of transferring stresses. The process of reaching
the maximum stress till complete failure of the interface is referred to as debonding.
While implementing debonding in a FE program the following has to be noted. Firstly, a
separate material model has to be assigned for interfacial debonding and secondly, with debonding
large displacements are introduced.
Material Model: Debonding can be modelled by defining a traction-separation law comparable
with the traction-separation law for modelling discrete cracking. The linear-elastic stage
is defined by the adhesive bond where after the softening is described by debonding. For
debonding an exponential curve is derived from experimental results conducted by Van den
Bulck [20]. The exponential softening curve used in Van der Aa [2] is formulated as:
 



v−v 0
 0

1
−
exp
−α
u
0
v −v
v
1−
(3.2)
d=1−

v 
1 − exp (α)
with α being the exponential parameter which determines the damage evolution rate.

Large displacements: When pulling out the fibre, large displacements are introduced. These
large displacements in combination with the implementation of the before described material
model could cause modelling difficulties. Chapter 11 contains a study on these difficulties
and possible solutions.

3.3

Friction

The last step of the pull-out behaviour is determined by friction. Experiments show that after
full debonding of the fiber, a pull-out force remains until the fiber is fully pulled out. This
phenomenon can be explained by frictional stresses in the fiber-matrix interface. Friction arises
in case there is a compressive force between the contacting surfaces. Mechanisms which introduce
friction are shrinkage of the cement matrix (Naaman et. al.[18] and Li et Mobasher [22]) and fiber
imperfections, shown in respectively Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.
Shrinkage of the cement matrix can be the result of multiple phenomenas, from which drying
shrinkage and autogenous shrinkage are the most likely to introduce frictional forces. The influence
of fiber imperfections will be neglected.
10
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Figure 3.2: Shrinkage of cement matrix (Van der Aa [2])

Figure 3.3: Fiber imperfections (Van der Aa [2])

Friction in a FE program can be modelled by applying Coulombs law of friction (Coulomb [23]).
Coulombs law of friction states that the friction force (Ff ) is a fraction (µ) of the normal force
(Fn ), as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Coulomb’s law of friction
The force at which to contacting surfaces start sliding relative to each other is determined
using Coulomb’s law of friction. Sliding occurs when the maximum allowable shear stress between
two contacting surfaces is reached. The maximum allowable shear stress (σcrit ) is a function of
the coefficient of friction (µ) and the contact pressure (p), see equation 3.3.
σcrit = µ ∗ p

(3.3)

The exact implementation of the afore described mechanism in the FE program Abaqus is
described in Chapter 12.
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3.4

Material Models for Matrix and Fibre

Van der Aa [2] studied the influence of non-linear material models for concrete and fiber. For concrete the Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) and for the fiber an elasto-plastic material model has
been defined. After executing a fiber pull-out test using non-linear material models he concluded:
”Non-realistic effects occur, which highly influence the behaviour. Pulling out the
hooked-end fibre leads to large plastic strains in the concrete matrix. Therefore it is
recommended to use a linear elastic material for this 2D finite element analysis.”
For the numerical fiber pull-out model created with the simulation model no CDP or elastoplastic material behaviour will be used. To model the non-linear material properties of concrete
and steel the CZM is implemented. For the pull-out behaviour the three mechanisms, as described
in Paragraph 3.1 - 3.3, will be implemented. The exact implementation of these mechanisms will
be discussed in Chapter 12.

12
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Chapter 4

List of Programs
This chapter provides an overview of all programs incorporated in the simulation process. Before
starting the simulation process, all of the programs listed below need to be installed and work
properly.
Abaqus/CAE 6.12-3

Dassault Systems,2012

NAG Fortran Builder Release 5.3

The Numerical Algorithms Group, 2011

Wolfram Mathematica 9

Wolfram, 2014

Python 2.7.6

Python Software Foundation, 2013

• NumPy
Rhinoceros 5
• Grasshopper
• Mantis v0.5

NumPy Developers, 2013
Robert McNeel and Associates, 2014
Scott Davidson, 2014

(plugin)

Mohamed Zaghloul, 2013

(plugin)

Gmsh

C. Geuzaine and J.F. Remacle, 2014

Intel Visual Fortran Compile Professional

Intel, 2008

Microsoft Visual Studio 2008

Microsoft, 2008

R

(plugin)

The first three programs are available from the TU/e campus software site or from the archnas
server. Python, Rhinoceros, Gmsh and their plugins are freeware and available on the internet. The programs Intel R Visual Fortran Compiler Professional and Microsoft Visual Studio are
commercial software.
For all programs, except Fortran Compiler and Visual Studio, the installation is straight forward. For Fortran Compiler and Visual Studio an installation guide was created by Schoenmakers [1]. This installation guide is basically for 64-bit Windows systems only. However, with
some minor adjustments the installation guide can be used for installation on 32-bit Windows
systems as well.

4.1

Fortran Compiler and Visual Studio Installation Guide

The following installation guide is only valid for Intel Visual Fortran Compiler Professional 11.1.048
and is only applicable for 64-bits Windows systems.
1. Log in to Windows using an administrator account. Use the standard administrator account
(usually hidden). To activate this account:
Simulating Concrete Cracking and Steel Fibre Pull-out Behaviour
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(a) Open the command prompt in administrator mode (right-click: Run as administrator)
(b) Enter the following command not using quotation marks:
”Net user administrator/active: yes”
2. Install Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Professional. Click custom installation and select all
options. Make sure that all 64-bit components are selected.
3. Install Intel R Visual Fortran Compiler Professional. Click custom installation and select
all options. Make sure all 64-bit and MLK components are selected and the option for
integration with Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Professional is enabled.
4. For further modifications and adjustments the following addresses will be used:
Addres 1: ”C:\Program Files (x86)\Intel\Compiler\11.1\060\bin\intel64\ifortvars intel64.bat”
Addres 2: ”C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 9.0\VC\bin\amd64\vcvarsamd64.bat”
5. Change the Abaqus CAE target directory to:
”Addres1”&&”Addres2”&&C:\SIMULIA\Abaqus\Commands\abq6113.bat cae || pause
Do this by right-clicking Abaqus CAE and selecting properties.
6. Change the Abaqus Command target directory to:
”Addres1”&&”Addres2”&&C:\Windows\SysWOW64\cmd.exe
Do this by right-clicking Abaqus Verification and selecting properties.
7. Change the Abaqus Verification target directory to:
”Addres1”&&”Addres2”&&C:\SIMULIA\Abaqus\Commands\abq6113.bat -verify -all -log
8. Add the addresses 1 and 2 (without using the file names) to the system variables:
My computer → properties → Advanced system settings → Advanced tab → Environment
Variables → system variables → add ”Addres1” and ”Addres2” to the end of the path,
without using file names. An example is given:
%IFORT COMPILER11%lib\Intel64; %IFORT COMPILER11%li b\ia32; C:\Program Files(x86)
\Intel\Compiler\11.1060\mkl\em64t\bin; C:\Pro gram Files\Microsoft HPC Pack 2008\Bin\; %SystemRoot%\system32; %SystemRoot%; %SystemRoot% System32\Wbem; %SYSTEMROOT%
\System32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\; C:\MSC.Software\Marc\2010\marc2010\bin; C:\MSC.Software\Marc
\2010\marc2010\tools; C:\MSC.Software\Marc\2010\mentat2010\bin; C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft
SQLServer\90\Tools\binn\; C:\Program Files\Microsoft HPC Pack 2008\Bin\; %SystemRoot%\system32;
%SystemRoot%; %SystemRoot%\System32\Wbem; %SYSTEMROOT%\System32\Window sPowerShell\v1.0\; C:\Program Files\WIDCOMM\Bluetooth Software\; C:\Program Files\WIDCOMM\Bluetooth
Software\syswow64; C:\Program Files (x86)\ATI Technologies\ATI.ACE\Core-Static; C:\Files (x86)\Common
Files\Roxio Shared\10.0\DLLShared\; C:\Program Files(x86)\Common Files\Roxio Shared\DLLShared\;
C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQLServer\90\Tools\binn\; C:\SIMULIA\Abaqus\Commands;
C:\SIMULIA\Abaqus\Commands\abq6113.bat cae || pause; C:\Program Files (x86)\Intel\Composer
XE\bin\; C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual Studio 10.0\VC\bin\amd64\

Remark, it can occur that ”Mathematical Solution” box from Mantis v0.5, or later versions,
does not work and reports the following error:
”The type initializer for ’Wolfram.NETLink.Internal.NativeLink’ threw an exception”
This can be solved by copy-pasting the Wolfram.NETLink.dll file from your Mathematica
folder to the Grasshopper Components Folder. When Mathematica is installed using the standard
procedure the Wolfram.NETLink.dll file is found in:
14
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”C:\Program Files\Wolfram Research\Mathematica\9.0\SystemFiles\Links\NETLink”
The Grasshopper Components Folder can be found by opening Grasshopper and selecting:
File → Special Folders → Components Folder
Below a flow-chart is presented, visualizing the coherence of all programs.

Figure 4.1: Program flow-chart
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Chapter 5

Rhinoceros and Grasshopper
Model
The first step in the simulation process is creating the geometry of the heterogeneous concrete
body. The geometry is created by means of Rhinoceros, Grasshopper, Mantis and Mathematica
(Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Program flow-chart
All required variables are in-putted Grasshopper (GH) and transferred between Mathematica
and GH by means of Mantis. Subsequently Mathematica executes a script in which the aggregates
are generated and placed within the concrete section. The functioning of the scripts is schematized
in Figure 5.2. After executing the script Mantis returns the output to GH which is then visualized
in Rhino. The generated output (heterogeneous concrete section) is visualized by Rhino to provide
the user the opportunity to approve the geometry before proceeding to the next part of the
simulation process.

Figure 5.2: Creating geometry flow-chart
In this Chapter, the GH model shown in Figure 5.3 is discussed. This model consists of several
groups which are marked by grey boxes. The following groups can be distinguished and will be
discussed in the following paragraphs:
Simulating Concrete Cracking and Steel Fibre Pull-out Behaviour
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Paragraph 5.1: Input Variables,
Paragraph 5.2: Creating Concrete Section,
Paragraph 5.3: Creating Fibre,
Paragraph 5.4: Generating and Locating Aggregates,
Paragraph 5.5: Generating Input File for Gmsh,
Paragraph 5.6: Run Simulation and
Paragraph 5.7: Visualizing Cross-Section.
This Chapter considers a script to be a ”black box”, the exact theory and functioning of the
scripts is discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

Figure 5.3: Overview groups of Grasshopper model

5.1

Input Variables

The group ”Input Variables” consists of several labels (yellow boxes) and associated values. The
labels and values are combined in clusters ”Input Parameters General” (Figure 5.4) and ”Input Parameters Gmsh”. The clusters generate input for two groups; ”Generating and Locating
Aggregates” and ”Creating Input File Gmsh”.

Figure 5.4: Part of the ”Input Variable” group
18
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Both clusters contain two concatenate boxes for each input parameter and one concatenate
box for all parameters, Figure 5.5. In the first concatenate box the name and value of the input
variable are combined. In the second concatenate box a semicolon ( ; ) is appended to create a
readable input for Mathematica. The last concatenate box combines all the input variables to
create one input for the Mathematica module, (R) in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Input parameters in cluster

5.2

Creating Concrete Section

The group ”Generating Concrete Section”, in Figure 5.6, consists of one box; a plane surface.
This plane surface generates a surface using three input variables; the surface base plane (P),
the dimensions in x-direction (width of the concrete section), and the dimensions in y-direction
(height of the concrete section).

Figure 5.6: Group ”Creating Concrete Section”

5.3

Creating Fibre

To generate a concrete section including a fibre the ”Creating and Adding Fibre” group is enclosed
in the model (Figure 5.7). In this group the fibre is modelled by manually inputting its vertices
(nodes) by opening the cluster ”Input for Modelling Fibre” and subsequently opening either the
cluster Straight Fibre or Hooked Fibre (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.7: Group ”Creating and Adding Fibre”

Figure 5.8: Cluster ”Input for Modelling Fibre”
When opening one of these clusters a layout appears, as visualized in Figure 5.9 or Figure 5.10.
The vertices have to be in-putted and are converted into points which then are combined by a poly
line (Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10). Generating a fibre is done under a number of conditions. These
conditions are established to allow all scripts used in this model to be as compact and organized
as possible without losing their capabilities. Following the input conditions are listed.
1. The numbering of the nodes starts at the right intersection point of the fibre concrete
intersection, displayed as a red dot in Figure 5.11a and 5.11b.
2. The nodes have to be numbered clockwise.
3. There can only be two nodes outside the concrete section for closing the fibre, node 5 and 6
in Figure 5.11a and node 9 and 10 in Figure 5.11b.
4. The points have to be sequentially in-putted in the poly line box. Which means, first inputting point 1, then point 2, etc. (Using Shift to combine more Points (Pt) to the V section
of the PLine)

20
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Figure 5.9: Input node coordinates for straight fibre in cluster ”Straight Fibre”

Figure 5.10: Input node coordinates for hooked fibre in cluster ”Hooked Fibre”
The GH model uses multiple variants on the fiber defined in the previous clusters. For this
reason the cluster ”Input for Modelling Fiber” (Figure 5.8) generates three outputs.
Output one: The first output Outline with Offset for Generating Aggregates is created by increasing the outline of the fiber by a specified Offset form Fiber (Figure 5.7). The offset is
added to generate a random aggregate packing with a specified minimum distance between
aggregate and fiber.
Output two: The second output Outline Concrete Section gives the concrete section decreased
with the fiber section. This output is required for visualization purposes.
Output three: The third output Outline without Offset for Generating Gmsh Output provides
the fiber without the offset for visualization and meshing purposes.
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(a) Straigth fibre

(b) Hooked fibre

Figure 5.11: Node numbering to create a fibre
Remark, when specifying ”offset from fibre” it has to be taken into account that the diameter
of the smallest aggregate has to be larger than the width of the fibre plus the defined offset, more
information in Chapter 7.

5.4

Generating and Locating Aggregates

The fourth group ”generating and locating aggregates” requires two input streams. Firstly, the
combined input from group ”Input Variables” and secondly, the outline of the fibre including the
offset from ”Creating and Adding Fibre”. These input streams are combined with a Mathematica script, for generating and placing the aggregates, and inserted in the ”Mathematica Solution” box (Figure 5.12). For more information on the script, the reader is referred to Chapter
6 and Chapter 7. A Toggle is appended to set the ”Mathematica Solution” box (in)operative.
When the Mathematical Solution box is operative it generates an output as shown in Figure
5.13. This output consists of a list of arrays containing information defining each aggregate aggregate number, diameter, volume, x-coordinate, y-coordinate and is exported in table format to
”C:\Temp\MeshFolder\Aggregates.nb” for use in subsequent scripts.
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Figure 5.12: Group ”Generating and Locating Aggregates”

Figure 5.13: Output ”Mathematica Solution Box”
In the ”Modifying List” cluster the output is split in three lists. The first list contains the xcoordinates of the aggregates, the second list contains the y-coordinates and the third list contains
the diameter of each aggregate. The x-and y-coordinate are combined in the ”Construct Point”
box to create the centre point of each aggregate. The diameter of the aggregate is halved, to
obtain the radius, and combined with the coordinates of the centre point in the ”Circle” box to
visualize the aggregates.

5.5

Generating Input File for Gmsh

The group ”Generating Input File Gmsh” (Figure 5.14) contains a Mathematica script generating
an input file for Gmsh. The required information to complement the script is added from the
group ”Input Variables”. The required coordinates and diameter of the aggregates are retrieved
by importing ”C:\Temp\MeshFolder\Aggregates.nb”. The output of the ”Mathematica Solution”
box is not displayed in Rhino or GH, but exported to ”C:\MeshFolder\InputFile-Gmsh.geo”. For
detailed information on the script the reader is referred to Chapter 8.
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Figure 5.14: Group ”Generating Input File Gmsh”

5.6

Run Simulation

A separate Toggle is enclosed to (de)activate the ”Generating and Locating Aggregates” and
”Generating Input File Gmsh” group (Figure 5.16). Also separate toggles, red outlined in Figure
5.16, for (de)activating both ”Mathematica Solution” boxes are built in. These toggles leave the
user the possibility to (de)activate one or both groups or applying changes to the ”Input Variables”
without constantly activating the scripts.

Figure 5.15: Run simulation toggles
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5.7

Visualizing cross-section

The final group ”Visualizing Cross-Section” requires information on the concrete section, the fibre
and aggregates. In the cluster ”Colouring Objects” all objects are assigned a different colour for
visualisation in Rhino. The colour can be selected in the ”Colour Picker” boxes. There are three
boxes one for the aggregates, the fibre and concrete section.

Figure 5.16: Group ”Visualizing Cross-Section”
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Random Generating Aggregates
In this chapter the theory of generating a (realistic) set of random sized two-dimensional aggregates (circles) is discussed. Starting with selecting a realistic two-dimensional aggregates size
distribution in Paragraph 6.1 where after the script for generating a set of random aggregates is
discussed in 6.2.

6.1

Two-dimensional Fuller curve

To determine the distribution of aggregate diameters in a concrete section, an assumption has to
be made for the distribution of aggregate particles in the concrete mixture. In this model the
grain size distribution is taken according to the Fuller curve (Figure 6.1).This curve represents a
grading of aggregate particles which is often used in practice. Besides, the curve is described by
a simple mathematical formula:
r
D
(6.1)
F (D) =
Dmax
with Dmax being the diameter of the largest aggregate grain and function F (D) describing the
ratio between the cumulative weight of grains with a diameter up to D and the total weight
of the mixture. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that in this model 3D representations
of aggregates have spherical shapes and that, consequently, in 2D the contours of sections are
described by circles.

Figure 6.1: Three-dimensional Fuller Curve (Walraven [5]
Since the primary target of the model is to create a (2D) heterogeneous concrete section a 2D
Fuller curve has to be derived (Figure 6.2). Walraven [5] and Sadouki [6] derived a formula for a
2D Fuller curve based on the probability that an arbitrary point, located in a z-plane intersecting
the concrete body, lies also in an intersection circle with a diameter (Figure 6.3). Both derived a
similar formula and a subsequent probability density function (PDF). For the complete derivation
the reader is referred to Walraven [5] and Sadouki [6].
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2D Fuller curve according to Walraven [5]:
F2D (D0 )

=

−0.5
−2
−4
pk 1.445D00.5 Dmax
− 0.5D02 Dmax
+ 0.036D04 Dmax

−6
−8
−10
+0.006D06 Dmax
+ 0.002D08 Dmax
+ 0.001D010 Dmax

(6.2)

PDF according to Walraven [5]:
Pc (D0 )

=

−0.5
−2
−4
pk 0.727D0−0.5 Dmax
− D0 Dmax
+ 0.144D03 Dmax
−6
−8
−10
+0.036D05 Dmax
+ 0.016D07 Dmax
+ 0.010D09 Dmax



(6.3)

2D Fuller curve according to Sadouki [6]:
F2D (D0 )

=

−0.5
−4
−6
pk 1.0734D00.5 Dmax
− 0.0536D04 Dmax
− 0.0114D06 Dmax
−8
−10
−12
−0.0047D08 Dmax
− 0.0025D1 00 Dmax
− 0.0012D0−12 Dmax



(6.4)

PDF according to Sadouki [6]:
Pc (D0 )

=

−0.5
−4
−5
pk 0.5376D0−0.5 Dmax
− 0.2144D03 Dmax
− 0.0684D05 Dmax

−8
−10
−12
−0.0376D07 Dmax
− 0.025D09 Dmax
− 0.0144D011 Dmax

(6.5)

where LargePk = VV0t is the ratio of the total volume of the aggregates (V0 ) to the total volume of
the concrete section (Vt ).

Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the determination problem of the 2D particle size from
the (3D) Fuller curve (Sadouki [6])
Comparing the 2D Fuller curves of Walraven and Sadouki (Figure ??), a difference in grain
distributions becomes clear. For simulating a set of 2D aggregates (circles) not the Fuller curve
but its derivative, the PDF, will be used. It is clear that when using the Walraven PDF for a set
of aggregates, the number of large aggregates will be less than for the Sadouki PDF.
If both PDFs do not fullfill the requirements on aggregate distribution it is possible to create
another 2D PDF which can be inserted that in the script.
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Figure 6.3: Intersection between a plane and the spherical geometry of an aggregate, for the
determination of the distribution function for the diameters of the aggregate intersecting the
plane (Walraven [5])

(a) 3D Fuller Curve

(b) 2D Fuller curve according to Walraven

(c) 2D Fuller curve according to Sadouki

(d) 3D and 2D Fuller curves

Figure 6.4: Comparison of the 2D and 3D Fuller curves.

In formula 6.2 to 6.5 only spheres and circles were considered. In reality the geometry of
aggregates in concrete vary to a large degree. There are broken and natural rounded aggregates. Beddow and Meloy [24] developed methods to analyse and characterize particles and stated
that particles coming from one quarry (i.e. particles having the same geological history) can be
charcterized by a singe function. This function can de incorporated in the proces of generating
aggregates. In this model only circles are modelled for reasons of simplicity. For more information
on generating realsitic particles the reader is referred to Beddow and Meloy [24], Wittmann et.
al. [12] and Sadouki [6].
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6.2

Generating Aggregates

The process of generating aggregates is an elementary procedure and has been detailed by among
others, Roelfstra [13] and Stroeven [25]. The script for generating a set of aggregates has been
developed by utilizing the schematic lay-out created in Stroeven [25]. Below a schematic lay-out
of the simulation process, similar to that of Stroeven, is presented.
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Random Sequential Packing
Random sequential packing is one of many methods to place circles within a square. The advantage
of the random sequential packing model is that it is a simple and fast method. The disadvantage is
that only a ”loose packing” of aggregates (volume content < 60% ) can be generated. To generate a
”dense packing” of aggregates other more extensive methods like a motion model (Stroeven [25]) or
a particle suspension model (Amirjanov and Sobolev [26]) can be used. Since, generating a dense
aggregate packing or packing optimization is not the purpose of this model random sequential
packing is used.
In section 7.1 the random sequential packing model is discussed where after a schematic layout of
the script is presented in Section 7.2.

7.1

Aggregate - aggregate intersection

In this paragraph the random sequential packing procedure of aggregates in two dimensions is
discussed. This refers to the packing of circles in a square or rectangle. For the procedure in three
dimensions, which is comparable, the reader is referred to Roelfstra [13].
Random sequential packing starts with selecting the largest aggregate from the set created previously. Next the spatial x- and y-coordinates of the centre of the aggregate are generated randomly
within the intervals related to geometrical dimensions of the structure. These intervals are defined
by the normal and width (b) and height (h) of the structure.
1
1
D ≤ xi ≤ b − D
2
2

(7.1)

1
1
D ≤ yi ≤ h − D
2
2

(7.2)

A test is carried out to check if there are intersections with previously positioned aggregates. This
test is formulated as follows:
f=

q

2

2

(xi − xj ) + (yi , yj ) −

1
(Di + Dj )
2

(7.3)

In this test an additional (minimum) distance between two aggregates can be added. This is done
by defining of f set, a variable which can be set in Grasshopper.
f=

q

2

2

(xi − xj ) + (yi , yj ) −

1
(Di + Dj ) + of f set
2

(7.4)

When f ≤ 0 than the aggregate intersects with a previously positioned aggregate and new coordinates will be generated randomly.
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7.2

Aggregate - fibre intersection

When a fibre is included in the concrete section, the placing of aggregates has to fulfil an extra
requirement; there can be no intersection with the fibre and the aggregate. This intersection is
checked by line-circle intersection as described below by Weisstein [7].

(a) No intersection

(b) One intersection

(c) Two intersections

Figure 7.1: Circle line intersection, Weisstein [7]
An (infinite) line determined by two points (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) may intersect a circle of radius
r and centre (0, 0) in two imaginary points (Figure 7.1a), a degenerate single point (corresponding
to the line being tangent to the circle (Figure 7.1b), or two real points (Figure 7.1c).
In geometry, a line meeting a circle in exactly one point is known as a tangent line, while a line
meeting a circle in exactly two points is known as a secant line (Rhoad et. al. [27]).
Defining:
dx = x2 − x1
(7.5)
d y = y2 − y 1
q
dr = d2x + d2y
D=

x1
y1

x2
y2

= x 1 y2 − x 2 y 1

(7.6)
(7.7)
(7.8)

Gives the points of intersection as:
p
Ddy ± sgn∗ (dy )dx r2 d2r − D2
x=
d2r
p
−Ddx ± |dy | r2 d2r − D2
y=
d2r

(7.9)

(7.10)

Where sgn∗ (x) is defined as:
∗

sgn (x) =



−1 for x < 0
1
otherwise

(7.11)

The discriminant:
δ = r2 d2r − D2

(7.12)

therefore determines the incidence of the line and circle, as summarized below.
∆
∆<0
∆=0
∆>0

incidence
no intersection
tangent
intersection

Since these calculations are for an intersection/tangent for an infinite line and a circle, an additional check has to be carried out. The intersection coordinates are calculated and these checked
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with the domain of the fibre. This is done by dividing the fibre in separate lines and checking each
aggregate with every line and its domain.
When executing this script be aware of the fact that line-circle intersection is checked only. It
can occur, when the diameter of an aggregate is smaller than the thickness of the fibre, that an
aggregate is placed within the fibre. Especially when ”Offset of Fibre” is defined in GH. Then the
fibre is enlarged, which is used in the Mathematica script but not visible in the Rhino view-port.
For that reason it may look like a fibre is intersecting an aggregate.
Below a schematic lay-out of the random sequential packing process is presented.
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In the simulation model the random generation and placing of elements is combined in one
script. Below a flowchart of the script is shown.

34
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Figure 7.2: Flow-chart for generating and placing aggregates

Chapter 8

Generating Gmsh Input File
Gmsh is a three-dimensional finite element mesh generator with built-in pre- and post-processing
facilities created by C. Geuzaine and J.-F. Remacle [28]. For detailed information on Gmsh and
the theory the interested reader is referred to Geuzaine and Remacle [28].
When using the module ”Generating Gmsh Input File”, which is incorporated in the Grasshopper model, automatically an input file for Gmsh is produced. The input file consists of four steps:
Step 1: Creating the outline for the concrete section
Step 2: Creating the outline for the fibre (when present)
Step 3: Creating the outline for the aggregates
Step 4: Subtracting the aggregates from the concrete section
Before the script is explained some basic information will be outlined, cited from Gmsh tutorial
01 and 10 complementen with script relevant information:
Points: A Point is defined by a list of four numbers: three coordinates ( and ), and a characteristic
length that sets the target element size at the point. For the points creating the concrete
section the target element size is defined by , for the fiber and for the aggregates .
Curves: Curves are Gmsh’s second type of elementery entities, and, amongst curves, straight
lines are the simplest. A straight line is defined by a list of point numbers.
Surface: The third elementary entity is the surface. In order to define a simple rectangular surface
from the four lines, a line loop has first to be defined. A line loop is a list of connected lines,
a sign being associated with each line (depending on the orientation of the line).
Circles: A circles can not be defined by creating a circle instantly, but has to be defined by a
Line Loop over multiple (more than two) arcs.
Mesh size: Say we would like to obtain mesh elements with size Lc/30 near line 1 and point 5,
and size lc elsewhere. To achieve this, we can use two fields: ”Attractor”, and ”Threshold”.
We first define an Attractor field (Field[1]) on points 5 and on line 1. This field returns the
distance to point 5 and to (100 equidistant points on) line 1.
Field[1] = Attractor;
Field[1].NodesList = 5;
Field[1].NNodesByEdge = 100;
Field[1].EdgesList = 1;
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We then define a Threshold field, which uses the return value of the Attractor Field[1] in
order to define a simple change in element size around the attractors (i.e., around point 5
and line 1)

Field[2] = Threshold;
Field[2].IField = 1;
Field[2].LcMin = Lc / 30;
Field[2].LcMax = Lc;
Field[2].DistMin = 0.15;
Field[2].DistMax = 0.5;
Finally, to make Gmsh use the Field created (Field 2), the following has to be appended to
the input file: Background Field = 2;
A schematic lay-out of the Writing Input for Gmsh script is shown below.
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Creating Mesh Using Gmsh
This chapter discusses the operating procedure for Gmsh. For advanced instructions and the theory used to create a two-dimensional mesh, which is not required in this simulation process, the
reader is referred to Geuzaine and Remacle [28].
The operation of Gmsh requires a minimum of three steps to be performed.
Step 1: In this step the input file, created by Grasshopper and Mathematica, is imported by
selecting File → Open → ”C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\InputFile-Gmsh.geo”, as shown in Figure
9.1a.
Step 2a: Meshing the geometry is done by selecting Mesh → 2D, as shown in Figure 9.1b.
Step 2b: If the mesh does not satisfy change the required settings in Grasshopper, and a new
input file will be created. Opening the newly created file is not required, just select Geometry
→ Reload, as shown in Figure 9.1c, and repeat Step 2a (Mesh → 2D). This step can be repeat
until the mesh satisfies the requirements.
Step 3: The final step is to save the generated mesh as a mesh file (.msh). This is done by selecting
File → Save Mesh, as shown in Figure 9.1d. The mesh file will then be saved in the same directory as the input file. In this case the file will be saved as ”C:\Temp\MeshFolder\InputFileGmsh.msh”

(a) Opening input file

(b) Generating 2D mesh

(c) Reloading input file

(d) Saving generated mesh

Figure 9.1: Modelling fibre pull-out
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Creating Input for Python
The mesh file, as generated by Gmsh, contains more information that strictly required for this
simulation process. The Mathematica script, described in this chapter, subtracts only the required
information from the .msh file and exports it to a text (.txt) file to be used in the Python script.
To execute the subsequent Python script two files are required.
File 1: Containing the nodes and their associated coordinates, listed in the following way:
{node number, x − coordinate, y − coordinate, z − coordinate}
File 2: Containing the elements and their associated node numbers, listed as:
{number, node number 1, node number 2, node number 3}
The function of the Mathematica script is to subtracts the nodes and elements and to export
them to separate text files.
File 1: ”C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Input-Python-Nodes.txt”
File 2: ”C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Input-Python-Elements.txt”
Due to its simplicity no schematic lay-out will be presented for this script.
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Appending Cohesive Elements
This chapter provides an overview of the Python script ”Appending Cohesive Elements”. In
general this script can be divided in three parts.
Part 1: The continuum elements, as generated by Gmsh, are reduced in size and the vacated
space is filled with cohesive elements.
Part 2: The generated smaller continuum elements and the cohesive elements are assigned to
different element sets. This is done to enable the user to easily assign the same material
behaviour to equivalent elements.
Part 3: An Abaqus input file (.inp) is generated containing all nodes, elements, element sets,
material behaviours etc. and is exported to ”C:\Temp\MeshFolder\Abaqus-Input-File.inp”.

11.1

Part 1: appending cohesive elements

The first part of the script was developed in Schoenmakers [1]. The purpose of this script is
to simplify the modelling procedure. The functioning of the script is schematically visualized in
Figure 11.1.
Basically, the process can be divided in three subsequent steps.

(a) Counter clockwise node numbering

(b) reducing elements in size

(c) placing cohesive elements

Figure 11.1: Placing cohesive elements between continuum elements

Step 1: The elements as created by Gmsh are redefined. This redefinition is in fact a counter
clockwise numbering process. Every element which is not defined counter clockwise will be
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redefined, as shown in Figure 11.1a. To check if an element is numbered counter clockwise
the following test is performed:
n = a[0]b[1] − a[1]b[0]

(11.1)

Where a is a list containing the distance in x-direction between node 1 and 2 (dx1,2 = x2 −x1 )
and the distance in y-direction between node 1 and 2 (dy 1,2 = y2 − y1 ). And b a list with the
distance in x-direction between node 2 and 3 (dx2,3 = x3 − x2 ) and the distance y- direction
between node 2 and 3 (dy 2,3 = y3 − y2 ), Figure ??.
Thus:

a[0] = dx1,2
b[0] = dx2,3

a[1] = dy 1,2
b[1] = dy 2,3

If n ≤ 0, then the element is numbered clockwise.

Figure 11.2: Checking counter clockwise numbering
Step 2: The centre of each element is determined and the surface is decreased by one percent.
This way the nodes move towards the centre and new nodes with new coordinates emerge,
as shown in Figure 11.1b.
Step 3: Using the newly created nodes, cohesive elements are defined as shown in Figure 11.1c.
These cohesive elements are defined counter clockwise as well. This counter clockwise definition is crucial for the FEM simulation. Since the material behaviour is defined with mode
I in normal direction, the elements normal has to be directed perpendicular to the length of
the element.

Part 2: dividing elements in element sets
In the next step the generated elements (continuum and cohesive) are assigned to several element
sets. When a fiber is included in the model there are six element sets to be distinguished:
1. Elastic-Cement
2. Elastic-Aggregate
3. Elastic-Fiber
4. Cohesive-Cement
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5. Cohesive-Aggregate
6. Cohesive-Interface (elements on the cement aggregate interface)
The selection procedure starts with two sets, one set containing all the continuum (triangular)
elements and one set containing the cohesive (rectangular) elements. First the selection procedure
for the continuum elements is discussed where after the procedure for the cohesive elements is
explained.
The selection procedure for the continuum elements is based on two checks. After these checks
are performed the elements will be assigned to an element set with the title ”Elastic”. These
element sets are titled ”Elastic” since in the FEM simulation an elastic behaviour will be assigned
to these elements.
Check 1: The distance of each node of the triangular element to the centre of each aggregate is
checked using the following formula:
p
F = (xa − xi ) (ya − yi ) (with i = 1, 2, 3)
(11.2)

Where xa and ya are the aggregate coordinates and xi and yi are the node coordinates. If
F is smaller than the radius (ra ) of the aggregate than the element is added to the ElasticAggregate set, else the element is added to the Elastic-Cement set.

Check 2: The second step is more comprehensive. In this step a ”point in polygon” algorithm is
used. This point in polygon algorithm is required to check if an element is inside the fibre
(polygon). All the elements in the Elastic-Cement set are checked using the ”Ray Casting
Method”. The basic principle of this method is that a ray casted form a point inside a
polygon will cross an odd number of boundaries. And a ray casted from a point outside a
polygon will cross an even number of boundaries, as visualized in Figure ??.

Figure 11.3: Visualization of the ”Ray casting method”
The selection procedure for the cohesive elements is similar to that of the continuum elements.
The cohesive elements will be assigned to the element sets with title ”Cohesive” since in the FEM
simulations a cohesive material behaviour will be assigned to these elements.
Check 1: The first check is similar to the first check of the continuum elements. Except for the
fact that all four nodes of the rectangular element have to be within the aggregate for the
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element to be assigned to the Cohesive-Aggregate set. The other elements are assigned to
the Cohesive-Cement set.
Check 2: The elements in the Cohesive-Cement set are checked for intersection with the fibre
(polygon). Here the ”Ray Casting Method” is used to select the elements within the fibre
boundaries. In this case the cohesive elements with two or more nodes inside the fibre
boundaries are assigned to the Cohesive-Fibre set.
Check 3: In this check the elements located on the cement-aggregate interface are selected. This
is done by calculating F for each node relative to the aggregate. If for one node F is smaller
than the aggregate diameter the element is assigned to the Cohesive-Interface set.

11.2

Part 3: generating Abaqus input file

In the last part of the Python script an input file for Abaqus is generated. The input file contains
all nodes, elements and element sets. Furthermore the material properties are prescribed for each
element set. The material properties can be changed in the Python script or the Abaqus GUI. For
the elastic element sets, elastic behaviour is prescribed and for the cohesive element sets, cohesive
material behaviour is set.
Enumerating, the input file consists of the nodes, elements, element sets and material properties.
Due to the magnitude of this script no schematic lay-out will be provided. The script itself contains many notes clarifying the script step by step.
Remark, there is one restriction when using this script. Make sure that the cross section contains zero or more than one aggregate (number of aggregates 6= 0). If the cross section contains
one aggregate the script will quit with an error due to the fact that the numbering of the created
aggregate list changes if only one aggregate is generated.
The functioning and coherence of the scripts described in Chapter 8 - Chapter 11 is summarized
in Figure ??.
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Figure 11.4: Flow-chart of the scripts ”Creating Gmsh Input File”, ”Creating Python Input File”
and ”Placing Cohesive Elements”

Chapter 12

Abaqus Implementation
In the previous Chapters the process of generating and meshing a heterogeneous concrete section
is discussed. This Chapter discusses the process of analysing the generated section by means of
Abaqus. The process starts with importing the generated input file (.inp). Preparing the concrete
section by adding boundary conditions etc. will not be discussed in here since that is a standard
Abaqus procedure. This Chapter discusses the implementation of the interface damage model
(Section 12.1) and the surface-based simulation model (Section 12.2) in Abaqus which are case
specific operations.

12.1

Implementation of the interface damage model

Abaqus offers the possibility to implement a user subroutine to define a materials mechanical
behaviour. This user subroutine discussed here is referred to as UMAT (user-defined material
behaviour). A UMAT:
• can be used to define the mechanical constitutive behaviour of a material;
• will be called at all material calculation points of elements for which the material definition
includes a user-defined material behaviour;
• can be used with any procedure that includes mechanical behaviour;
• can use solution-dependent state variables
• must update the stresses and solution-dependent state variables to their values at the end
of the increment for which it is called; and
δ∆σ
• must provide the material Jacobian matrix, δ∆ǫ , for the mechanical constitutive model.
(Abaqus User Manual [8])
To determine the mechanical behaviour of the cohesive elements the UMAT is written based
on the interface damage model as derived in Alfaro [4]. This interface damage model describes a
traction-separation law with linear softening, as shown in Figure ??.
With every increment (n) during the Abaqus calculation the UMAT will be called to calculate
the traction (t) corresponding to the displacement (v) of each material calculation point. The
calculated traction will be returned to Abaqus and the next increment will be performed.
To enable the UMAT to construct the traction-separation diagram and perform calculations,
specific input has to be provided in Abaqus. For the UMAT two solution-dependent state variables, six material property variables and two calculation variables are to be set. The first solutiondependent state variable is the largest displacement reached over all iterations (κn ) and the second
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Figure 12.1: Traction-separation law with linear softening, Alfaro [4]

is the damage calculated in the previous step (dn ). To determine the number of solution-dependent
state variables, set in the edit material tab the number of solution-dependent state variables to two
by selecting General → Depvar. Furthermore for a two-dimensional model six material properties
and two calculation properties are to be set. This is accomplished by selecting General → User
Material and subsequently inputting their values as listed below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Enn = K1
Ess = K2
T1max = tu1
T2max = tu2
G I = G1
G I I = G2
Epsilon = ǫ

8
9
10

Eta = η
µ
α

I stiffness
Mode II stiffness
Maximum traction in Mode I
Maximum traction in Mode II
Fracture toughness in Mode I
Fracture toughness in Mode I
A small positive value to improve the global numerical convergence behaviour when locally damage has completed
Relaxation parameter
Friction coefficient
Exponential parameter

After testing the UMAT one remark is to be placed; epsilon should be set smaller than 1.0e−08 .

12.2

Surface-based contact simulation model

When performing fibre pull-out simulations the pull-out behaviour as described in Chapter 3 has
to be implemented in Abaqus, which is done by a surface-based contact simulation model. Following is an description of the surface-based contact model as summarized in Van der Aa [2].
Surface-based contact simulation (Abaqus [8]) is based on the principal of surfaces that might
get in contact with each other during simulation. This simulation uses a master surface (target
surface) and a slave surface (contact surface) to model contact (Figure ??). Through the simulation, nodes on the slave surface try to make contact with the closest associated point on the master
surface (contact detection). Subsequently, there is a discretization of the contact area between the
master surface and the slave surface (discretization). Finally, the analysis is solved according to
the opted contact behaviour.
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Figure 12.2: Master-Slave surface definition, Abaqus [8]
Contact detection The first step in a contact simulation is to check whether the slave surface
is close enough to the master surface. This is determined by the maximal detection distance
(dmax ). In case a slave node falls within the contact detection zone of the master surface,
this slave node is considered as possible contact at the current load step (Figure ??).

Figure 12.3: Contact detection using dm ax, Yastrebov [9]
Four nodes (green triangles) of the slave surface fall within the contact detection zone. These
slave nodes find the closest master surface.
Discretetization Discretization describes the partitioning of the contact area into elementary
units responsible for the transfer of contact stresses between contact surfaces. For this
simulation node-to-surface discretization is used. The slave surface consists of surface nodes
and the master surface consists of surfaces between the nodes. Each slave node is trying to
make contact to an elementary master surface (Figure ??).

Figure 12.4: Node-to-surface contact discretization, Kings and Richards [10]
There is a drawback to this discretization. The slave surface
master surface, because the slave surface only consists of nodes
inaccurate results of the FEM model. These inaccuracies can be
correct surface as master surface and/or by refining the mesh of
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can be penetrated by the
(Figure ??). This leads to
minimized by choosing the
the slave surface.
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Figure 12.5: Penetration of the slave surface, Abaqus [8]
Finite sliding (Abaqus [8]) has been used to model large displacements in the surface-based
contact simulation. Finite sliding is used is suitable for large motions, because the slave node can
transfer load to any node on the master surface and the point of interaction on the master surface
is updated every increment, Kings and Richards [10].
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Part three
Appendices

Appendix I – Script
Generating and placing aggregates

H∗GENERATING ELEMENTS ∗L
H∗
Begin Modules
∗L
H∗ GENERATING RANDOM SIZED ELEMENTS USING
2D FULLER CURVE AND CREATING ELEMENT MATRIX ∗L
RandomSizedElements@ _, Ninp_, Vinp_, Smin_, Smax_D := Module@
8ε = 0, s = 0, v = 0, i = 1, n = 0, So, vi = 0<,
So = ConstantArray@0, 81, 5<D; H∗ Create array to be removed afterwards ∗L
While @ i <= Ninp Ï v < Vinp,
s = RandomVariate@ D;
vi = Hs ê 2L ^ 2 ∗ π;
If@ v + vi < Vinp,
ε = 8i, s, vi, 0, 0<;
So = AppendTo@So, εD;
v = v + vi;
i ++;
n = 0;
D;
If@n 50,
v = v + vi;
D;
; n ++;D;
So = Delete@So, 81<D
H∗ DELETE FIRST ZERO ROW ∗L
D;

H∗ Generate the random position ∗L
RandomLocationElements@So_, b_, h_, itter_, Fiber_, offset_D :=
ModuleB H∗ So, width, height, number of itterations ∗L
8St, Sorderd, ε, si, xi, yi, i, f, dim, γ, δ<,
St = ConstantArray@0, 81, 5<D; H∗ Create array to be removed afterwards ∗L
Sorderd = SortBy@So, − @@3DD &D;
dim = Dimensions@Sorderd , 1D;
dim = dim@@1DD;
ForBi = 1, i ≤ dim, i ++,
ε = Sorderd@@i, ;;DD;
si = ε@@2DD;
γ = True;
δ = 0;
B

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition

2

01 - Generating and Placing Aggregates.nb

WhileBγ Ï δ < itter,
xi = RandomReal@80 + 0.5 ∗ si + offset, b − 0.5 ∗ si − offset<D;
yi = RandomReal@80 + 0.5 ∗ si + offset, h − 0.5 ∗ si − offset<D;
f =

Hxi − St@@ ;; , 4DDL ^ 2 + Hyi − St@@ ;; , 5DDL ^ 2 −

0.5 ∗ Hsi + St@@ ;; , 2DD + offsetL;

If@! MemberQ@f, x_ ê; x ≤ 0D Ï
FiberCheckQ@8ε@@1DD, ε@@2DD, ε@@3DD, xi, yi<, FiberD,
γ = False;,
δ ++;
D;
If@ δ ≥ itter,
Print@"The area specified is to small to place aggregate"D; Abort@D;D
F;
St = AppendTo@St, 8ε@@1DD, ε@@2DD, ε@@3DD, xi, yi<D
F;
St = Delete@St, 1D;
St = SortBy@St, @@1DD &D
F;
H∗ FiberCheckQ returns true if no intersection is found ∗L
FiberCheckQ@ε_, Fiber_D := ModuleB
8dx, dy, dr, D, ∆, sgn, LengthFiber, xcircle, ycircle, r, x1, y1, x2, y2,
test, IntersectionPointX, IntersectionPointY, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax<,
LengthFiber := Length@FiberD;
xcircle = ε@@4DD;
ycircle = ε@@5DD;
r = ε@@2DD ê 2;
test = True;
ForBi = 1, i ≤ LengthFiber, i ++,
If@i
x1 =
y1 =
x2 =
y2 =
,
x1 =

LengthFiber,
Fiber@@i, 1DD − xcircle;
Fiber@@i, 2DD − ycircle;
Fiber@@1, 1DD − xcircle;
Fiber@@1, 2DD − ycircle;
Fiber@@i, 1DD − xcircle;
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y1 = Fiber@@i, 2DD − ycircle;
x2 = Fiber@@i + 1, 1DD − xcircle;
y2 = Fiber@@i + 1, 2DD − ycircle;
D;
dx = x2 − x1;
dy = y2 − y1;
dx2 + dy2 ;

dr =

D = x1 ∗ y2 − x2 ∗ y1;
∆ = r2 ∗ dr2 − D2 ;
If@dy < 0, sgn = − 1, sgn = 1D;
IfB∆ ≥ 0,
IntersectionPointX =

IntersectionPointY =

D ∗ dy + sgn ∗ dx ∗

∆
;

dr2
− D ∗ dx + Abs@dyD
dr2

∆
,

IntersectionPointX = IntersectionPointY = 0F;
xmin
xmax
ymin
ymax

=
=
=
=

Min@x1, x2D;
Max@x1, x2D;
Min@y1, y2D;
Max@y1, y2D;

If@xmin ≤ IntersectionPointX ≤ xmax Ï ymin ≤ IntersectionPointY ≤ ymax,
test = False; Break@D; D;
F;
test H∗ Return value of test ∗L
F;
H∗
End Modules
∗L
H∗ CREATING PDF FOR 2D FULLER CURVE ACCORDING TO SADOUKI @1987D WITH
VALUE ZERO FOR Smin > x > Smax AND INTEGRAL Smin TO Smax = 1.0 ∗L
If@Walraven True,
g4@x_D :=
ρ0 ∗ HH0.727 ∗ x ^ − 0.5 ∗ Smax ^ − 0.5L − Hx ∗ Smax ^ − 2L + H0.144 ∗ x ^ 3 ∗ Smax ^ − 4L + H0.036 ∗
x ^ 5 ∗ Smax ^ − 6L + H0.016 ∗ x ^ 7 ∗ Smax ^ − 8L + H0.01 ∗ x ^ 9 ∗ Smax ^ − 10L + 0.0001L,
g4@x_D := ρ0 ∗ HH0.5367 ∗ x ^ − 0.5 ∗ Smax ^ − 0.5L − H0.2144 ∗ x ^ 3 ∗ Smax ^ − 4L −
H0.0684 ∗ x ^ 5 ∗ Smax ^ − 6L − H0.0376 ∗ x ^ 7 ∗ Smax ^ − 8L − H0.025 ∗ x ^ 9 ∗ Smax ^ − 10LL
D;
a = Integrate@g4@xD, 8x, Smin, Smax<D;
H∗ NORMALIZE FUNCTION TO CREATE INTEGRAL 1.0 AND CORRECT VALUES ∗L
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g4n@x_D := g4@xD ê a;
= ProbabilityDistribution@g4n@xD, 8x, Smin, Smax<D;
H∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗L
H∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗L
So = RandomSizedElements@ , Ninp, Vinp, Smin, SmaxD;
So = RandomLocationElements@So, b, h, itter, Fiber, offsetD;
CreateDirectory@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder"D;
H∗ Deleting existing Aggregates.nb
and creating new if aggregates are included ∗L
If@FileExistsQ@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Aggregates.nb"D = True,
DeleteFile@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Aggregates.nb"D
D;
If@Length@SoD ≥ 1,
Export@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Aggregates.nb", So, "Table"D;
D;
So
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Creating input file for Gmsh

H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ IMPORTING DATA ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
Gmsh = OpenWrite@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\InputFile−Gmsh.geo",
FormatType −> StandardFormD;
Aggregates = Import@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Aggregates.nb", "Table"D;
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ GENERATING NODES AND LINES CONCRETE SECTION WITH OR WITHOUT FIBER ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
CreatingGmshInput@Gmsh_, Fiber_, FiberWithOffset_, FiberSmall_, Aggregates_, b_, h_,
Lc_, Lcf_, Lca_, DistMin_, DistMax_, NNodesByEdge_, Triangular_D := Module@
8x, y, r, i, LengthFiber, LengthAggregates, AggregateSurfaces,
LineList, EdgesFiber, FiberN<,
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ CREATING POINT OF CONCRETE SECTION AND DEFINING MESH REQUIREMENTS ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
WriteString@Gmsh, "
Lc = ", Lc, ";
Lcf = ", Lcf, ";
Lca = ", Lca, ";\n
PointH1L=80,0,0,Lc<;
PointH2L=8", b, ",0,0,Lc<;
PointH3L=8", b, ",", h, ",0,Lc<;
PointH4L=80,", h, ",0,Lc<;
"D;
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ CREATING POINTS, LINES AND LINE LOOP INCLUDING FIBER ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
LengthFiber = Length@FiberD;
If@LengthFiber >= 4,
H∗ ADDING MESH REQUEREMENTS HLcf = Mesh dimensionsL TO FIBER NODES
For@i = 1, i = LengthFiber, i ++,
FiberN = Insert@Fiber, "Lcf", 8i, 4<D;
WriteString@Gmsh, "
PointH", 10 + i, "L= ", FiberN@@iDD, ";"D;
D;
H∗ CREATING LINES FOR CONCRETE SECTION INCLUDING FIBER ∗L
WriteString@Gmsh, "\n
H L 8
<
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LineH1L=
LineH2L=
LineH3L=
LineH4L=
LineH5L=

81,2<;
82,3<;
83,11<;
8", 10 + LengthFiber − 2, ",4<;
84,1<;\n"D;

H∗ CREATING LINES FOR FIBER ∗L
For@i = 1, i = LengthFiber, i ++,
If@i  LengthFiber,
WriteString@Gmsh, "
LineH", 10 + i, "L= 8", 10 + i, ", ", 11 + i, "<;"D,
WriteString@Gmsh, "
LineH", 10 + i, "L= 8", 10 + i, ", 11<;"D;
D;
D;

H∗ CREATING LINE LOOP FOR CONCRETE SECTION WHEN FIBER INCLUDED ∗L
WriteString@Gmsh, "\n
Line LoopH10L= ",
Join@81, 2, 3<, LineList = Range@11, 10 + LengthFiber − 3D, 84, 5<D, ";"D;
H∗ CREATING LINE LOOP FOR FIBER ∗L
WriteString@Gmsh, "\n
Line LoopH30L= ", Range@11, 10 + LengthFiberD, ";
Plane SurfaceH20L= 830<;
"D;
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ LINES AND LINE LOOP WHEN NO FIBER INCLUDED ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
,
WriteString@Gmsh, "
LineH1L= 81,2<;
LineH2L= 82,3<;
LineH3L= 83,4<;
LineH4L= 84,1<;\n
Line LoopH10L=81,2,3,4<;
"D;
D;
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗L
H∗ GENERATING POINTS, LINES,
L
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LINE LOOPS AND SURFACES FOR AGGREGATES ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−∗L
LengthAggregates = Length@AggregatesD;
If @LengthAggregates > 0,
i = 1;
While@i = LengthAggregates,
x = Aggregates@@i, 4DD;
y = Aggregates@@i, 5DD;
r = Aggregates@@i, 2DD ê 2;

H∗ CREATING AGGREGATES BY FIVE POINTS ∗L
WriteString@Gmsh, "
êê−−»Creating Aggregate ", i, "»−−\\
PointH",
PointH",
PointH",
PointH",
PointH",

100
101
102
103
104

+
+
+
+
+

10 ∗ i,
10 ∗ i,
10 ∗ i,
10 ∗ i,
10 ∗ i,

"L=
"L=
"L=
"L=
"L=

8",
8",
8",
8",
8",

CircleH",
100 + 10 ∗ i, "L= 8", 101 +
102 + 10 ∗ i, "<;
CircleH", 101 + 10 ∗ i, "L=
103 + 10 ∗ i, "<;
CircleH", 102 + 10 ∗ i, "L=
104 + 10 ∗ i, "<;
CircleH", 103 + 10 ∗ i, "L=
101 + 10 ∗ i, "<;

x, ", ", y, ", 0, Lca<;
x + r, ", ", y, ", 0, Lca<;
x, ", ", y + r, ", 0, Lca<;
x − r, ", ", y, ", 0, Lca<;
x, ", ", y − r, ", 0, Lca<;

10 ∗ i, ", ", 100 + 10 ∗ i, ", ",
8", 102 + 10 ∗ i, ", ", 100 + 10 ∗ i, ", ",
8", 103 + 10 ∗ i, ", ", 100 + 10 ∗ i, ", ",
8", 104 + 10 ∗ i, ", ", 100 + 10 ∗ i, ", ",

Line LoopH",
105 + 10 ∗ i, "L= 8", 100 + 10 ∗ i, ", ", 101 + 10 ∗ i,
", ", 102 + 10 ∗ i, ", ", 103 + 10 ∗ i, "<;
Plane SurfaceH", 100 + 10 ∗ i, "L= 8", 105 + 10 ∗ i, "<;
"D;
i ++;
D;

H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ EXTRACTING AGGREGATE SURFACES FROM CONCRETE SURFACE ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
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AggregateSurfaces = Table@105 + i ∗ 10, 8i, LengthAggregates<D;
WriteString@Gmsh, "
Plane SurfaceH10L= ", PrependTo@AggregateSurfaces, 10D, ";\n"D,
WriteString@Gmsh, "
Plane SurfaceH10L=10;\n"D
D;

H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ CREATING OFFSET OF FINE MESH FOR FIBER ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
EdgesFiber = Range@11, 10 + LengthFiberD;
If@LengthFiber >= 4,
If@DistMin >= 0 Ï DistMax >= 0 Ï DistMin  DistMax,
WriteString@Gmsh, "
Field@1D
= Attractor;
Field@1D.NNodesByEdge = ", NNodesByEdge, ";
Field@1D.EdgesList
= ", EdgesFiber, ";
Field@2D
Field@2D.IField
Field@2D.LcMin
Field@2D.LcMax
Field@2D.DistMin
Field@2D.DistMax

=
=
=
=
=
=

Threshold;
1;
", Lcf, ";
", Lc, ";
", DistMin, ";
", DistMax, ";

Background Field = 2;
"D;
D;
D;
If@Triangular False,
WriteString@Gmsh,
"Mesh.RecombineAll = 1;
Mesh.RecombineAll = 1;
Mesh.Algorithm = 6;
Mesh.RecombinationAlgorithm = 1;
Mesh.RemeshAlgorithm = 2;
Mesh.RemeshParametrization = 6;
Mesh.Smoothing = 3;"D;
D;
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ CLOSING FILE AND MODULE ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
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Close@GmshD;
D;
H∗ Deleting existing Fiber.nb and creating new if fiber is included ∗L
If@FileExistsQ@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Fiber.nb"D = True,
DeleteFile@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Fiber.nb"D
D;
If@FileExistsQ@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberWithOffset.nb"D = True,
DeleteFile@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberWithOffset.nb"D
D;
If@FileExistsQ@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberSmall.nb"D = True,
DeleteFile@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberSmall.nb"D
D;
If@Length@FiberD >= 4,
Export@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Fiber.nb", Fiber, "Table"D
D;
If@Length@FiberWithOffsetD >= 4,
Export@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberWithOffset.nb", FiberWithOffset, "Table"D
D;
If@Length@FiberSmallD >= 4,
Export@"C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberSmall.nb", FiberSmall, "Table"D
D;
CreatingGmshInput@Gmsh, Fiber, FiberWithOffset, FiberSmall, Aggregates,
b, h, Lc, Lcf, Lca, DistMin, DistMax, NNodesByEdge, TriangularD;
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Creating input file for Python

InputForPython@D := Module@
8NodeList, ElementList, GmshOutput, GmshOutputN, GmshOutputNodes,
GmshOutputElements, NumberOfNodes, NumberOfElements, NewList<,
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ MODIFYING FILE FROM GMSH FOR MATHEMATICA ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
GmshOutput = ReadList@"C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\InputFile−Gmsh.msh",
Word,
WordSeparators → "\n",
RecordLists → True,
RecordSeparators → 8"$Nodes", "$EndNodes", "$Elements", "$EndElements"<D;
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ WRITING OUTPUT NODES ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
NodeList = OpenWrite@"c:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Input−Python−Nodes.txt" ,
FormatType → StandardFormD;
WriteString@NodeList, "id, x, y\n"D;
H∗ Splitting input in parts ∗L
GmshOutputN = StringReplace@Rest@GmshOutput@@2DDD, Whitespace → ","D;
GmshOutputNodes = StringSplit@GmshOutputN, ",", AllD;
NumberOfNodes = Length@GmshOutputNodesD;
For@i = 1, i ≤ NumberOfNodes, i ++,
WriteString@NodeList, "", GmshOutputNodes@@i, 1DD, ", ",
GmshOutputNodes@@i, 2DD, ", ", GmshOutputNodes@@i, 3DD, "\n"D;
D;
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
H∗ WRITING OUTPUT ELEMENTS ∗L
H∗ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ∗L
ElementList = OpenWrite@"c:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Input−Python−Elements.txt",
FormatType → StandardFormD;
H∗ Splitting strings in parts ∗L
GmshOutputElements =
StringCases@Rest@GmshOutput@@3DDD, RegularExpression@"\\d+"DD;
NumberOfElements = Length@GmshOutputElementsD;
If@Length@GmshOutputElements@@Length@GmshOutputElementsDDDD > 8,
WriteString@ElementList, "id, n1, n2, n3, n4\n"D;
For@i = 1, i ≤ NumberOfElements, i ++,
If@Length@GmshOutputElements@@iDDD > 8,
NewList = Drop@GmshOutputElements@@iDD, 82, − 5<D;
WriteString@ElementList, "", NewList@@1DD, ", ", NewList@@2DD, ", ",
NewList@@3DD, ", ", NewList@@4DD, ",", NewList@@5DD "\n"D;
D
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D;
D;,
WriteString@ElementList, "id, n1, n2, n3\n"D;
For@i = 1, i ≤ NumberOfElements, i ++,
If@Length@GmshOutputElements@@iDDD > 7,
NewList = Drop@GmshOutputElements@@iDD, 82, − 4<D;
WriteString@ElementList, "", NewList@@1DD, ", ",
NewList@@2DD, ", ", NewList@@3DD, ", ", NewList@@4DD, "\n"D;
D;
D;
D;
Close@NodeListD;
Close@ElementListD;
D;
InputForPython@D;
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Placing cohesive elements

04 - Placing Cohesive Elements.py
#----------------------------#
# Files used in this program #
#----------------------------#
import os
NodesFile
#Input File
ElementsFile
#Input File

= "C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Input-Python-Nodes.txt"
= "C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Input-Python-Elements.txt"

FiberTest01 = os.path.exists("C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Fiber.nb")
if FiberTest01 == True:
FiberFile
= "C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Fiber.nb"
#Input file containing fibre coordinates
FiberTest02 = os.path.exists("C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberWithOffset.nb")
if FiberTest02 == True:
FiberOffsetFile
= "C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberWithOffset.nb"
#Input file containing fibre coordinates with offset
FiberTest03 = os.path.exists("C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberSmall.nb")
if FiberTest03 == True:
FiberSmallFile
= "C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\FiberSmall.nb"
#Input file containing fibre coordinates with negative offset
AggregatesTest = os.path.exists("C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Aggregates.nb")
if AggregatesTest == True:
AggregatesFile
= "C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Aggregates.nb"
#Input File
CreateFile
#Output File

= "C:\\Temp\ProjectFolder\Abaqus-Input-File.inp"

#---------------------------#
# Reading coordinates nodes #
#---------------------------#
open(NodesFile, "r")
import csv
import itertools
with open(NodesFile) as file:
data = csv.reader(file)
next(data)
nodes = []
nodes = ([[float(x) for x in line[1:]] for line in data])
#------------------#
# Reading elements #
#------------------#
open(ElementsFile, "r")
import csv
import itertools
with open(ElementsFile) as file:
data2 = csv.reader(file)
next(data2)
elems = []
elems = ([[int(x)-1 for x in line[1:]] for line in data2])
#---------------------------#
# Printing for Python Shell #
#---------------------------#
print "-------------------------------------------------------\n
Placing
Cohesive Elements With
Thickness.py\n-------------------------------------------------------"
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print
print
print
print

"Input Nodes
"Input Elements
"\n"
"Processing..."
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= Nodes.txt"
= Elements.txt"

#----------------------------------------#
#----------------------------------------#
#-----------Starting Step one------------#
#----------------------------------------#
#----------------------------------------#
#----------------------------------------#
# Flip the original elements if required #
#----------------------------------------#
for i,elem in enumerate(elems):
enodes = [nodes[e] for e in elem]
a = [x2-x1 for x1,x2 in zip(enodes[0],enodes[1])]
b = [x2-x1 for x1,x2 in zip(enodes[1],enodes[2])]
n = a[0]*b[1]-a[1]*b[0]
if n < 0:
elems[i] = [ elem[0], elem[2], elem[1] ]
#------------------#
# Editing elements #
#------------------#
newnodes = []
newelems = []
for elem in elems:
enodes = [nodes[e] for e in elem]
newelem = range( len(newnodes), len(newnodes)+len(enodes) )
newnodes += enodes
newelems.append( newelem )
cohelems = []
printcounter = 0

# To show process in most timeconsuming part #

for e,elem in enumerate(elems):
if (printcounter == 100):
print "Element",e, "of total",len(elems)
printcounter = 0
printcounter += 1
for edge in [[0,1],[1,2],[2,0]]:
eedge = [elem[i] for i in edge]
for e2,elem2 in enumerate(elems[e+1:]):
e2 += e+1
for edge2 in [[0,1],[1,2],[2,0]]:
eedge2 = [elem2[i] for i in edge2]
if all([i in eedge2 for i in eedge]):
newedge = [newelems[e][i] for i in edge ]
newedge += [newelems[e2][i] for i in edge2]
cohelems.append( newedge[-1::-1] )
#----------------------------------------------------------------#
# Moving nodes towards centroid of continuous element (triangle) #
#----------------------------------------------------------------#
import numpy as np
from numpy import *
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# Creating list fiber with positive offset (polygon) coordinates #
if FiberTest02 == True:
FiberOffset = loadtxt(FiberOffsetFile)
FiberOffset = np.delete(np.array(loadtxt(FiberOffsetFile)),np.s_[2],1)
FiberOffset = np.array(FiberOffset).tolist()
else:
FiberOffset = []
# Selecting triangles step by step #
# Define triangles #
i=1
for newelem in newelems:
triangle = np.array([[newnodes[e] for e in newelem]])
CM=np.mean(triangle,axis=1)
# Testing if centroid is within fibre+offset #
if len(FiberOffset)> 1:
n=0
counter=0
# Calculating Centre Point of Rectangular Element #
while n<=2:
x = triangle[[0]][0][n][0]
y = triangle[[0]][0][n][1]
def point_inside_FiberOffset(x,y,FiberOffset):
n = len(FiberOffset)
inside = False
p1x,p1y = FiberOffset[0]
for i in range(n+1):
p2x,p2y = FiberOffset[i % n]
FiberOffset[i % n]
if y > min(p1y,p2y):
if y <= max(p1y,p2y):
if x <= max(p1x,p2x):
if p1y != p2y:
xinters = (y-p1y)*(p2x-p1x)/(p2y-p1y)+p1x
if p1x == p2x or x <= xinters:
inside = not inside
p1x,p1y = p2x,p2y
return inside
if point_inside_FiberOffset(x,y,FiberOffset) == True:
counter = counter + 1
else:
counter = counter
n = n+1
# If centroid is within fibre + offset do not shrink element #
if counter >= 1:
if i==1:
new_triangle=triangle
i+=i
else:
new_triangle=np.concatenate((new_triangle,triangle))
i+=i
# If centroid is not within fibre + offset shrink element #
else:
# Find vector from each point in triangle pointing towards centroid
#
point_to_CM_vectors = CM[:,np.newaxis] - triangle
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# Calculate similar rectangle 1% smaller #
triangle_shrunk = triangle + 0.01*point_to_CM_vectors
# Combining
if i==1:
new_triangle=triangle_shrunk
i+=1
else:
new_triangle=np.concatenate((new_triangle,triangle_shrunk))
i+=i
# Define new Nodes #
s = new_triangle.shape
else:
# Define rectangle #
triangle = np.array([[newnodes[e] for e in newelem] for newelem in
newelems])
# Find centroid of each triangle #
CM = np.mean(triangle,axis=1)
# Find vector from each point in triangle pointing towards centroid #
point_to_CM_vectors = CM[:,np.newaxis] - triangle
# Calculate similar rectangle 1% smaller #
new_triangle = triangle + 0.01*point_to_CM_vectors
s = new_triangle.shape
#---------------------------#
# Printing for Python Shell #
#---------------------------#
print "Ready placing cohesive elements"
print "Dividing elements in element sets........"
#----------------------------------------#
#----------------------------------------#
#-----------Starting Step two------------#
#----------------------------------------#
#----------------------------------------#
#--------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Catagorizing elements in sets for use in Abaqus (or other program) #
#--------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Creating lists used for ouput #
Concrete_Nodes
= []
Concrete_Elastic
= []
Concrete_Cohesive
= []
Elastic_Cement
= []
Elastic_Aggregate
= []
Cohesive_Cement
= []
Cohesive_Aggregate_Temp
= []
Cohesive_Aggregate
= []
Cohesive_Interface
= []
Fiber_Nodes
Fiber_Elastic_Temp
Fiber_Elastic

= []
= []
= []

# Reshaping node coordinates for triangles #
coordinates_triangle = new_triangle.reshape(s[0]*s[1], 2)
#----------------------------------------#
# Check 1
#
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# Dividing elastic elements in two sets: #
# Set 1: Elastic-Cement
#
# Set 2: Elastic-Aggregate
#
#----------------------------------------#
# Adding elementnumber to elementlist #
test1=[]
for i,node in enumerate(coordinates_triangle):
test1.append([i, node[0],node[1]])
coordinates_triangle = test1
test2=[]
for i,element in enumerate(newelems):
test2.append([i, element[0],element[1],element[2]])
newelems = test2
test3=[]
for i,element in enumerate(cohelems):
test3.append([i+len(newelems), element[0],element[1],element[2],element[3]])
cohelems = test3
# Creating Fibre with negative offset #
if FiberTest03 == True:
FiberSmall = loadtxt(FiberSmallFile)
FiberSmall = np.delete(np.array(loadtxt(FiberSmallFile)),np.s_[2],1)
FiberSmall = np.array(FiberSmall).tolist()
else:
FiberSmall = []
#--------------------------------------------------#
# Dividing Nodes in Concrete_Nodes and Fiber_Nodes #
#--------------------------------------------------#
if len(FiberSmall)> 1:
for node in coordinates_triangle:
x = node[1]
y = node[2]
def point_inside_Fiber(x,y,FiberSmall):
n = len(FiberSmall)
inside = False
p1x,p1y = FiberSmall[0]
for i in range(n+1):
p2x,p2y = FiberSmall[i % n]
FiberSmall[i % n]
if y > min(p1y,p2y):
if y <= max(p1y,p2y):
if x <= max(p1x,p2x):
if p1y != p2y:
xinters = (y-p1y)*(p2x-p1x)/(p2y-p1y)+p1x
if p1x == p2x or x <= xinters:
inside = not inside
p1x,p1y = p2x,p2y
return inside
if point_inside_Fiber(x,y,FiberSmall) == False:
Concrete_Nodes.append(node)
else:
Concrete_Nodes = coordinates_triangle
#-------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Dividing Continuum Elements in Concrete_Elastic and Fiber_Elastic #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------#
if len(FiberSmall) > 1:
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for element in newelems:
i=1
counter = 0
while i<=3:
x = coordinates_triangle[element[i]][1]
y = coordinates_triangle[element[i]][2]
def point_inside_Fiber(x,y,FiberSmall):
n = len(FiberSmall)
inside = False
p1x,p1y = FiberSmall[0]
for i in range(n+1):
p2x,p2y = FiberSmall[i % n]
FiberSmall[i % n]
if y > min(p1y,p2y):
if y <= max(p1y,p2y):
if x <= max(p1x,p2x):
if p1y != p2y:
xinters = (y-p1y)*(p2x-p1x)/(p2y-p1y)+p1x
if p1x == p2x or x <= xinters:
inside = not inside
p1x,p1y = p2x,p2y
return inside
if point_inside_Fiber(x,y,FiberSmall) == True:
counter = counter + 1
else:
counter = counter
i = i+1
if counter < 1:
Concrete_Elastic.append(element)
else:
Concrete_Elastic = newelems
# TUSSENSTAP!
#
Special_Elements=[]
if len(FiberOffset) > 1:
for element in newelems:
i=1
counter=0
# Calculating Centre Point of Rectangular Element #
while i<=3:
x = coordinates_triangle[element[i]][1]
y = coordinates_triangle[element[i]][2]
def point_inside_Fiber(x,y,FiberOffset):
n = len(FiberOffset)
inside = False
p1x,p1y = FiberOffset[0]
for i in range(n+1):
p2x,p2y = FiberOffset[i % n]
FiberOffset[i % n]
if y > min(p1y,p2y):
if y <= max(p1y,p2y):
if x <= max(p1x,p2x):
if p1y != p2y:
xinters = (y-p1y)*(p2x-p1x)/(p2y-p1y)+p1x
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if p1x == p2x or x <= xinters:
inside = not inside
p1x,p1y = p2x,p2y
return inside
if point_inside_Fiber(x,y,FiberOffset) == True:
counter = counter + 1
else:
counter = counter
i = i+1
if counter > 0:
Special_Elements.append(element)

#--------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Dividing Cohesive Elements in Concrete_Cohesive and Fiber_Cohesive #
#--------------------------------------------------------------------#
if len(FiberOffset)> 1:
for element in cohelems:
i=1
counter = 0
while i<=3:
x = coordinates_triangle[element[i]][1]
y = coordinates_triangle[element[i]][2]
def point_inside_Fiber(x,y,FiberOffset):
n = len(FiberOffset)
inside = False
p1x,p1y = FiberOffset[0]
for i in range(n+1):
p2x,p2y = FiberOffset[i % n]
FiberOffset[i % n]
if y > min(p1y,p2y):
if y <= max(p1y,p2y):
if x <= max(p1x,p2x):
if p1y != p2y:
xinters = (y-p1y)*(p2x-p1x)/(p2y-p1y)+p1x
if p1x == p2x or x <= xinters:
inside = not inside
p1x,p1y = p2x,p2y
return inside
if point_inside_Fiber(x,y,FiberOffset) == True:
counter = counter + 1
else:
counter = counter
i = i+1
if counter < 1:
Concrete_Cohesive.append(element)
else:
Concrete_Cohesive = cohelems
#-------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Dividing Concrete_Elastic in Elastic_Cement and Elastic_Aggregate #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Creating list of Aggregates #
if AggregatesTest == True:
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aggregates = loadtxt(AggregatesFile)
else:
aggregates = []
# Checking if nodes are within aggregates #
if len(aggregates) > 1:
for element in Concrete_Elastic:
x1 = coordinates_triangle[element[1]][1]
y1 = coordinates_triangle[element[1]][2]
x2 = coordinates_triangle[element[2]][1]
y2 = coordinates_triangle[element[2]][2]
x3 = coordinates_triangle[element[3]][1]
y3 = coordinates_triangle[element[3]][2]
counter = 0
for aggr in aggregates:
(For) loop necessary
xa = aggr[3]
ya = aggr[4]
ra = aggr[1]/2

# Only for more than 1 aggregate, else no

F_1 = sqrt((xa-x1)**2+(ya-y1)**2)
F_2 = sqrt((xa-x2)**2+(ya-y2)**2)
F_3 = sqrt((xa-x3)**2+(ya-y3)**2)
if F_1 <= ra and F_2 <= ra and F_3 <= ra:
counter = 1
break
if counter == 0:
Elastic_Cement.append(element)
else:
Elastic_Aggregate.append(element)
else:
Elastic_Cement = Concrete_Elastic
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Dividing Concrete_Cohesive in Cohesive_Cement, Cohesive_Aggregate and
Cohesive_Interface #
# Checking if nodes are within aggregates boundary + 1%
#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
if len(aggregates) > 1:
for element in Concrete_Cohesive:
x1 = coordinates_triangle[element[1]][1]
y1 = coordinates_triangle[element[1]][2]
x2 = coordinates_triangle[element[2]][1]
y2 = coordinates_triangle[element[2]][2]
x3 = coordinates_triangle[element[3]][1]
y3 = coordinates_triangle[element[3]][2]
x4 = coordinates_triangle[element[4]][1]
y4 = coordinates_triangle[element[4]][2]
counter = 0
for aggr in aggregates:
# Only for more than 1 aggregate, else no
(For) loop necessary
xa = aggr[3]
ya = aggr[4]
ra = 1.01*aggr[1]/2
F_1 = sqrt((xa-x1)**2+(ya-y1)**2)
F_2 = sqrt((xa-x2)**2+(ya-y2)**2)
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F_3 = sqrt((xa-x3)**2+(ya-y3)**2)
F_4 = sqrt((xa-x4)**2+(ya-y4)**2)
if F_1 <= ra:
counter =
else:
counter =
if F_2 <= ra:
counter =
else:
counter =
if F_3 <= ra:
counter =
else:
counter =
if F_4 <= ra:
counter =
else:
counter =

counter + 1
counter
counter + 1
counter
counter + 1
counter
counter + 1
counter

if counter > 0:
break
if counter == 4:
Cohesive_Aggregate_Temp.append(element)
else:
Cohesive_Cement.append(element)
else:
Cohesive_Cement = Concrete_Cohesive
#---------------------------------------------------#
#
#
#---------------------------------------------------#
if len(aggregates) > 1:
for element in Cohesive_Aggregate_Temp:
x1 = coordinates_triangle[element[1]][1]
y1 = coordinates_triangle[element[1]][2]
x2 = coordinates_triangle[element[2]][1]
y2 = coordinates_triangle[element[2]][2]
x3 = coordinates_triangle[element[3]][1]
y3 = coordinates_triangle[element[3]][2]
x4 = coordinates_triangle[element[4]][1]
y4 = coordinates_triangle[element[4]][2]
counter = 0
for aggr in aggregates:
# Only for more than 1 aggregate, else no
(For) loop necessary
xa = aggr[3]
ya = aggr[4]
ra = 0.99*aggr[1]/2
F_1
F_2
F_3
F_4

=
=
=
=

sqrt((xa-x1)**2+(ya-y1)**2)
sqrt((xa-x2)**2+(ya-y2)**2)
sqrt((xa-x3)**2+(ya-y3)**2)
sqrt((xa-x4)**2+(ya-y4)**2)

if F_1 <= ra:
counter =
else:
counter =
if F_2 <= ra:
counter =
else:
counter =

counter + 1
counter
counter + 1
counter
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if F_3 <= ra:
counter = counter + 1
else:
counter = counter
if F_4 <= ra:
counter = counter + 1
else:
counter = counter
if counter > 0:
break
if counter == 0:
Cohesive_Interface.append(element)
else:
Cohesive_Aggregate.append(element)
#--------------------------------------------------#
# Dividing Nodes in Concrete_Nodes and Fiber_Nodes #
#--------------------------------------------------#
# Creating list fiber (polygon) coordinates #
if FiberTest01 == True:
Fiber = loadtxt(FiberFile)
Fiber = np.delete(np.array(loadtxt(FiberFile)),np.s_[2],1)
Fiber = np.array(Fiber).tolist()
else:
Fiber = []
# Define triangles #
triangles = np.array([[nodes[e] for e in elem] for elem in elems])
# Find centroid of each triangle #
Center = np.mean(triangles,axis=1)
if len(Fiber)> 1:
i = 0
for Cent in Center:
x = Cent[0]
y = Cent[1]
def point_inside_Fiber(x,y,Fiber):
n = len(Fiber)
inside = False
p1x,p1y = Fiber[0]
for i in range(n+1):
p2x,p2y = Fiber[i % n]
Fiber[i % n]
if y > min(p1y,p2y):
if y <= max(p1y,p2y):
if x <= max(p1x,p2x):
if p1y != p2y:
xinters = (y-p1y)*(p2x-p1x)/(p2y-p1y)+p1x
if p1x == p2x or x <= xinters:
inside = not inside
p1x,p1y = p2x,p2y
return inside
if point_inside_Fiber(x,y,Fiber) == True:
Fiber_Elastic_Temp.append(elems[i])
i = i+1
Length = len(nodes)
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NodeList = []
for element in Fiber_Elastic_Temp:
NodeList = NodeList+element
NodeList= list(set(NodeList))
for nod in NodeList:
Fiber_Nodes.append((nod+Length, nodes[nod][0], nodes[nod][1]))
for i, elastic in enumerate(Fiber_Elastic_Temp):
Fiber_Elastic.append([i+len(elems),elastic[0]+Length,elastic[1]+Length,elastic[2
]+Length])

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Now the Cohesive Elements are placed within the model
#
# Following is the Input File for Abaqus
#
# When using Grashopper/Rhino Input File should return to the mentioned program
(not Abaqus) #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#-------------------#
# Generating Output #
#-------------------#
OpenFile = open(CreateFile,'w')
print >> OpenFile, '*Heading\n** Job name: Composite-Section name:
Composite-Section\n** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.11-2\n**'
#--------------------------#
# Generating Part Concrete #
#--------------------------#
print >> OpenFile, '** PARTS\n**\n*Part, name=Concrete-Section'
OpenFile.write('*Node\n')
for i, node in enumerate(Concrete_Nodes):
print >> OpenFile, node[0]+1, ',', node[1], ',', node[2]
print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Element, type=CPS3'
for i,elem in enumerate(Concrete_Elastic):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ',', elem[1]+1, ',', elem[2]+1, ',', elem[3]+1
print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Element, type=COH2D4'
for i,elem in enumerate(Concrete_Cohesive):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ',', elem[1]+1, ',', elem[2]+1, ',', elem[3]+1,
',', elem[4]+1
print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Elset, elset=Elastic-Cement, internal'
for i,elem in enumerate(Elastic_Cement):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ','
if len(aggregates) > 1:
print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Elset, elset=Elastic-Aggregate, internal'
for i,elem in enumerate(Elastic_Aggregate):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ','
print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Elset, elset=Cohesive-Cement, internal'
for i,elem in enumerate(Cohesive_Cement):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ','
if len(aggregates) > 1:
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print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Elset, elset=Cohesive-Aggregate, internal'
for i,elem in enumerate(Cohesive_Aggregate):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ','
print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Elset, elset=Cohesive-Interface, internal'
for i,elem in enumerate(Cohesive_Interface):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ','
print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Elset, elset=Special-Elements, internal'
for i,elem in enumerate(Special_Elements):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ','
# Assigning Element sets and material properties to be changed below or inside
Abaqus #
print >> OpenFile, '** Section: Elastic-Cement-Section\n*Solid Section,
elset=Elastic-Cement, material=Elastic-Cement-Material'
if len(aggregates):
print >> OpenFile, '** Section: Elastic-Aggregate-Section\n*Solid Section,
elset=Elastic-Aggregate, material=Elastic-Aggregate-Material'
print >> OpenFile, '** Section: Cohesive-Cement-Section\n*Cohesive Section,
elset=Cohesive-Cement, material=Cohesive-Cement-Material, response=TRACTION
SEPARATION\n, 1.'
if len(aggregates) > 0:
print >> OpenFile, '** Section: Cohesive-Aggregate-Section\n*Cohesive
Section, elset=Cohesive-Aggregate, material=Cohesive-Aggregate-Material,
response=TRACTION SEPARATION\n, 1.'
print >> OpenFile, '** Section: Cohesive-Interface-Section\n*Cohesive
Section, elset=Cohesive-Interface, material=Cohesive-Interface-Material,
response=TRACTION SEPARATION\n, 1.'
print >> OpenFile, '*End Part'
#-----------------------#
# Generating Part Fiber #
#-----------------------#
if len(Fiber) > 1:
print >> OpenFile, '\n**\n*Part, name=Fiber-Section'
OpenFile.write('*Node\n')
for i, node in enumerate(Fiber_Nodes):
print >> OpenFile, node[0]+1, ',', node[1], ',', node[2]
print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Element, type=CPS3'
for i,elem in enumerate(Fiber_Elastic):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ',', elem[1]+1, ',', elem[2]+1,
elem[3]+1

',',

print >> OpenFile, '**\n*Elset, elset=Elastic-Fiber, internal'
for i,elem in enumerate(Fiber_Elastic):
print >> OpenFile, elem[0]+1, ','
# Assigning Element sets and material properties to be changed below or inside
Abaqus #
print >> OpenFile, '** Section: Elastic-Fiber-Section\n*Solid Section,
elset=Elastic-Fiber, material=Elastic-Fiber-Material'
print >> OpenFile, '*End Part'
#------------------------------#
# Defining Material Properties #
#------------------------------#
print >> OpenFile, '**\n** MATERIALS\n**'
print >> OpenFile, '*Material, name=Elastic-Cement-Material\n*Elastic\n 32000,
0.20'
if len(aggregates) > 0:
print >> OpenFile, '*Material, name=Elastic-Aggregate-Material\n*Elastic\n
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72000, 0.33'
if len(Fiber) > 1:
print >> OpenFile, '*Material, name=Elastic-Fiber-Material\n*Elastic\n
210000, 0.30\n*Plastic\n 1000., 0.\n 1061., 0.02\n 1096., 0.05\n 1136., 0.1\n
1166., 0.15\n 1192., 0.2\n 1214., 0.25\n 1235., 0.3\n 1254., 0.35\n 1271., 0.4\n
1288., 0.45\n 1303., 0.5'
print >> OpenFile, '*Material, name=Cohesive-Cement-Material\n*Depvar\n
2,\n*User Material, constants=8\n 1e+08, 1e+08, 50., 50., 4., 4., 1e-08, 2e-04'
if len(aggregates) > 0:
print >> OpenFile, '*Material, name=Cohesive-Aggregate-Material\n*Depvar\n
2,\n*User Material, constants=8\n 1e+08, 1e+08, 50., 50., 4., 4., 1e-08, 2e-04'
print >> OpenFile, '*Material, name=Cohesive-Interface-Material\n*Depvar\n
2,\n*User Material, constants=8\n 1e+08, 1e+08, 50., 50., 4., 4., 1e-08, 2e-04'
if len(Fiber) > 1:
print >> OpenFile, '**\n** INTERACTION PROPERTIES\n**\n*Surface Interaction,
name=Interaction-Property\n1.,\n*Friction, elastic slip=0.01\n0.04,'
print >> OpenFile, '*Surface Behavior, penalty\n*Cohesive Behavior,
eligibility=ORIGINAL CONTACTS\n11.,11.,11.'
print >> OpenFile, '*Damage Initiation,
criterion=QUADS\n0.7,0.7,0.7\n*Damage Evolution, type=DISPLACEMENT,
softenin=EXPONENTIAL, mixed mode behavior=TABULAR\n0.5,6.,0.,0.\n0.5,6.,1.,0.'
print >> OpenFile, '*Damage Stabilization\n0.'
OpenFile.close()
print "\nOutput Generated: C:\Temp\ProjectFolder\Abaqus-Input-File.inp"
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

C # -------------------------------------------------------------- #
C #
UMAT - describing the cracking of concrete
#
C # -------------------------------------------------------------- #

1
2
3
4

SUBROUTINE UMAT(STRESS,STATEV,DDSDDE,SSE,SPD,SCD,
RPL,DDSDDT,DRPLDE,DRPLDT,
STRAN,DSTRAN,TIME,DTIME,TEMP,DTEMP,PREDEF,DPRED,CMNAME,
NDI,NSHR,NTENS,NSTATV,PROPS,NPROPS,COORDS,DROT,PNEWDT,
CELENT,DFGRD0,DFGRD1,NOEL,NPT,LAYER,KSPT,KSTEP,KINC)
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC'
CHARACTER*80 CMNAME

1
2
2
3

DIMENSION STRESS(NTENS),STATEV(NSTATV),
DDSDDE(NTENS,NTENS),
DDSDDT(NTENS),DRPLDE(NTENS),
STRAN(NTENS),DSTRAN(NTENS),TIME(2),PREDEF(1),DPRED(1),
PROPS(NPROPS),COORDS(3),DROT(3,3),DFGRD0(3,3),DFGRD1(3,3)

PARAMETER (M=3,N=3,ID=3,ZERO=0.D0,ONE=1.D0,TWO=2.D0,THREE=3.D0,
& PI=314159265358979323846.D-20,H=1.D-08)
INTEGER I,J
DOUBLE PRECISION STIFFN(4),DSTRANP(2),STRESSP(2),GAMMA,GAMMA_P,GAMMAN,
& D,D_P,DN,TIN,TSHN
C
C
C
C

# -------------------------------------------------------------- #
# SAVING PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED KAPPA AND DAMAGE (STATEV 1 AND 2) #
#
FOR USE IN RETURN MAPPING CALCULATIONS
#
# -------------------------------------------------------------- #
GAMMA_P=STATEV(1)
! KAPPA FROM PREVIOUS CALCULATION KAPPA_N
D_P=STATEV(2)
! DAMAGE FROM PREVIOUS CALCULATION DAMAGE_N

C # ------------------------------------ #
C # STARTING FIRST CALCULATION USING TSL #
C # ------------------------------------ #
CALL TSL(PROPS,STRAN,DSTRAN,STATEV,DTIME,STRESS,NPROPS,NTENS,
& NSTATV)
GAMMAN = STATEV(1)
DN = STATEV(2)
TIN = STRESS(1)
TSHN = STRESS(2)
DO 200, I=1, NTENS
DO 150, J=1, NTENS
DSTRANP(J) = DSTRAN(J)
150

CONTINUE
DSTRANP(I) = DSTRANP(I) + H
STATEV(1) = GAMMA_P
STATEV(2) = D_P

&

CALL TSL(PROPS,STRAN,DSTRANP,STATEV,DTIME,STRESS,NPROPS,NTENS,
NSTATV)
STIFFN(2*(I-1) +1) = (STRESS(1) - TIN )/H
STIFFN(2*(I-1) +2) = (STRESS(2) - TSHN )/H

200

CONTINUE
STATEV(1)=GAMMAN
STATEV(2)=DN
STRESS(1)=TIN
STRESS(2)=TSHN
DDSDDE(1,1)=
DDSDDE(1,2)=
DDSDDE(2,1)=
DDSDDE(2,2)=
END

STIFFN(1)
STIFFN(2)
STIFFN(3)
STIFFN(4)

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
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123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

C ---------------------------------------------------------------C # SUBROUTING - CULATING VALUES FOR TRACTION-SEPARATION DIAGRAM #
C ----------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE TSL(PROPS,STRAN,DSTRAN,STATEV,DTIME,STRESS,NPROPS,
& NTENS,NSTATV)
PARAMETER (ZERO=0.D0,ONE=1.D0,TWO=2.D0,THREE=3.D0)
DOUBLE PRECISION PROPS(NPROPS),STRAN(NTENS),DSTRAN(NTENS),
& STATEV(NSTATV),STRESS(NTENS),DTIME,D,GAMMA,ENN,ESS,TIMAX,TSHMAX,GI,
& GSH,EPSILON,ETA,MUMAX,MU,POW,VI0,VIMAX,VSH0,VSHMAX,VI,VSH,DVSH,
& VIN,VSHN,VINM,VINMN,ALFA,EMM,BETA,V0,VU,F,DI,DN,GAMMAN,TIN,EPSV
INTEGER NTENS,NPROPS
ENN=PROPS(1)
ESS=PROPS(2)
TIMAX=PROPS(3)
TSHMAX=PROPS(4)
GI=PROPS(5)
GSH=PROPS(6)
EPSILON=PROPS(7)
ETA=PROPS(8)
MUMAX=PROPS(9)
POW=PROPS(10)
EPSV=PROPS(11)
VI0=TIMAX/ENN
VIMAX=TWO*GI/TIMAX
VSH0=TSHMAX/ESS
VSHMAX=TWO*GSH/TSHMAX
C ------------------------------------------------C # PRESCRIBING PARAMTERS FOR USE IN CALCULATIONS #
C ------------------------------------------------VI=STRAN(1)
VSH=STRAN(2)
DVI=DSTRAN(1)
DVSH=DSTRAN(2)
VIN=STRAN(1)+DSTRAN(1)
VSHN=STRAN(2)+DSTRAN(2)
C

OTHER VALUES USED IN CALCULATIONS:
VINM=(VIN+ABS(VIN))/TWO
VINMN=(-VIN+ABS(-VIN))/TWO
ALFA=SQRT(VIN**TWO+VSHN**TWO)
EMM=ENN
GAMMA=STATEV(1)
D=STATEV(2)

C ----------------------------------------------------------C # CALCULATING MODE-MIXITY PARAMETER BETA_n+1, FORMULA (7) #
C ----------------------------------------------------------IF (VINM.EQ.ZERO) THEN
BETA=ONE
ELSE IF (VSHN.EQ.ZERO) THEN
BETA=ZERO
ELSE
BETA=VSHN/(VSHN+VINM)
END IF
C -------------------------------------------------------C # CALCULATING V0_n+1 AND VU_n+1 FORMULAS (13) AND (14) #
C --------------------------------------------------------

&
&

V0=VI0*VSH0*SQRT((ONE+(TWO*(BETA**TWO))-(TWO*BETA))/
(((BETA*VI0)**TWO)+((ONE-BETA)*VSH0)**TWO))
VU=(TWO*(ONE+(TWO*(BETA**TWO))-(TWO*BETA)))/
(EMM*V0)*((((ONE-BETA)**TWO)/GI)+((BETA**TWO)/GSH))**(-ONE)

C -----------------------------------------------C # CALCULATING F_n+1 ACCORDING TO FORMULA (16) #
C ------------------------------------------------
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IF ((ALFA.EQ.ZERO) .OR. ((VU-V0).EQ.ZERO)) THEN
F=ZERO
ELSE
F=(VU*(ALFA-V0))/(ALFA*(VU-V0))
END IF
C ------------------------------------------------------------------C # CALCULATING DI_n+1 (DAMAGE INCREMENT) ACCORDING TO FORMULA (15) #
C ------------------------------------------------------------------IF (ALFA.LE.GAMMA) THEN
DI=ZERO
ELSE
DI=(F-D)*DTIME/(ETA+DTIME)
END IF
C ------------------------------------------------------------------C # CALCULATING NEW DAMAGE VARIABLE D_n+1 ACCORDING TO FORMULA (17)
C
AND UPDATING D_n TO D_n+1 (DN) #
C ------------------------------------------------------------------IF ((D+DI).LE.ZERO) THEN
DN=ZERO
ELSE
DN=MIN(D+DI,ONE-EPSILON)
END IF
STATEV(2)=DN
C ---------------------------------------------C # UPDATING GAMMA_n+1 ACCORING TO FORMULA(19) #
C ---------------------------------------------GAMMAN=(V0*VU)/(VU-((VU-V0)*DN))
STATEV(1)=GAMMAN
C -----------------------------------------------------C # CALCULATING NEW STRESSES ACCORDING TO FORMULA (18) #
C -----------------------------------------------------MU=MUMAX*(ONE-(ONE-(GAMMAN-V0)/(VU-V0))**POW)
TIN =(ONE-DN)*EMM*VIN-(DN*EMM*VINMN)
STRESS(1)=TIN

&

IF ((VI.LT.ZERO) .AND. (ABS(VSH) .GT. MU*ABS(VI))) THEN
STRESS(2)=(ONE-DN)*EMM*VSHN+MU*ABS(EMM*VI)
*(DVSH/(SQRT(DVSH**TWO+EPSV**TWO)))
ELSE
STRESS(2)=(ONE-DN)*EMM*VSHN
END IF
RETURN
END

